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target nucleic acids are applied as dots. Up to to 100,000 
probes of the type (A.T.C,G) (AT,C,G)N8(ATC,G) are 
used to determine Sequence information by Simultaneous 
hybridization with nucleic acid molecules bound to a filter. 
Additional hybridization conditions are provided that allow 
Stringent hybridization of 6-10 nucleotide long oligomers 
which extends the utility of the invention. A computer 
process determines the information sequence of the target 
nucleic acid which can include targets with the complexity 
of mammalian genomes. Sequence generation can be 
obtained for a large complex mammalian genome in a Single 
proceSS. 
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METHOD OF SEQUENCING BY HYBRIDIZATION 
OF OLGONUCLEOTIDE PROBES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

0001. The present invention belongs to the field of 
molecular biology. It involves a novel method of Sequencing 
of a target nucleic acid Sequence by hybridization of short 
oligonucleotide probes to a nucleic acid target. The oligo 
nucleotide probes can comprise all known combinations of 
the four nucleotides of a given length, i.e. oligonucleotides 
of base composition adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), 
and cytosine (C) for DNA and A, G, C, and uridine (U) for 
RNA. Conditions are described which allow hybridization 
discrimination between oligonucleotides which are as short 
as Six nucleotides long and have a single base end-mismatch 
with the target Sequence. 
0002 The invention is demonstrated by way of examples 
in which Sequence information is generated using the 
method of the invention. 

2. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2.1. Hybridization 

0.003 Hybridization depends on the pairing of comple 
mentary bases in nucleic acids and is a specific tool useful 
for the general recognition of informational polymers. 
Diverse research problems using hybridization of Synthetic 
oligonucleotide probes of known Sequence include, amongst 
others, the different techniques of identification of specific 
clones from cDNA and genomic libraries, detecting Single 
base pair polymorphisms in DNA, generation of mutations 
by oligonucleotide mutagenesis, and the amplification of 
nucleic acids in vitro from a Single Sperm, an extinct 
organism, or a single virus infecting a single cell. 
0004. It is possible to discriminate perfect hybrids from 
those hybrids containing a Single internal mismatch using 
oligonucleotides 11 to 20 nucleotides in length Wallace et 
al., Nucl. Acids Res. 6: 3543 (1979). Mismatched hybrids 
are distinguished on the basis of the difference in the amount 
of hybrid formed in the hybridization step and/or the amount 
remaining after the washing steps Ikuta et al., Nucl. Acids 
Res. 15: 797 (1987); Thein and Wallace, in Human Genetic 
Diseases: A Practical Approach, ed. by J. Davies, IRL Press 
Ltd., Oxford, pp. 33-50 (1986)). 
0005. The reproducible hybridization of different and 
diverse short oligonucleotides less than 11 nucleotides long 
has not been well characterized previously. Detailed hybrid 
ization data that allows a constant Set of conditions for all 
predictable oligonucleotides is not available Besmer et al., 
J. Mol. Biol. 72: 503 (1972); Smith, in Methods of DNA and 
RNA Sequencing, ed. S. Weissman, Praeger Publishers, 
New York, N.Y., pp. 23-68 (1983); Estivillet al., Nucl. Acids 
Res. 15: 1415 (1987). 
0006 Information is also not available on the effects of a 
Single noncomplementary base pair located at the 5' or 3' end 
of a hybridizing oligonucleotide that produces a mismatched 
hybrid when associated with a target nucleic acid. Hybrid 
ization conditions that discriminate between (1) a perfectly 
complementary hybridizing pair of nucleic acid Sequences 
where one partner of the pair is a short oligonucleotide, and 
(2) a pair wherein a mismatch of one nucleotide occurs on 
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the 5' or 3' end of the oligonucleotide, provide a more 
Stringent environment than is required for internal mis 
matches because hybrid stability is affected less by a mis 
match at the end of a hybridizing pair of complementary 
nucleic acids than for an internal mismatch. 

0007. The length of nucleotides that can distinguish a 
unique Sequence in a nucleic acid of defined size has been 
predicted (Smith in Methods of DNA and RNA Sequencing, 
ed. S. Weissman, Praeger Publishers, New York, N.Y., pp. 
23-68 (1983)). Thus random oligonucleotide sequences 
16-17 long are expected to occur only once in random DNA 
of 3x10 bp, the size of the human genome. However, with 
decreasing probe length, e.g. for oligonucleotides 5 to 10 
nucleotides in length, there is an exponential increase in the 
frequency of occurance within a random DNA of a given 
Size and complexity. Thus, the purposes for which oligo 
nucleotide probe ore employed can impact on the length of 
the oligonucleotides that are used experimentally. 

2.2. Conditions for Hybridization Stringency 

0008 Wallace et al. Nucl. Acids Res. 6: 3543 (1979) 
describe conditions that differentiate the hybridization of 11 
to 17 base long oligonucleotide probes that match perfectly 
and are completely homologous to the target nucleic acid as 
compared to Similar oligonucleotide probes that contain a 
single internal base pair mismatch. Wood et al. Proc. Natl. 
Acad. Sci. 82: 1585 (1985) describe conditions for hybrid 
ization of 11 to 20 base long oligonucleotides using 3M 
tetramethyl ammonium chloride wherein the melting point 
of the hybrid depends only on the length of the oligonucle 
otide probe, regardless of its GC content. However, as 
disclosed in these references eleven mer oligonucleotides 
are the shortest ones that generally can be hybridized 
Successfully, reliably and reproducibly using known hybrid 
ization conditions. 

2.3. Sequencing 

0009 Nucleic acid sequencing methods, where the posi 
tion of each base in a nucleic acid molecule in relation to its 
neighbors is determined to define its primary Structure, were 
developed in the early 1960's for RNA molecules and in the 
late 1970's for DNA. The two major methods for DNA 
Sequencing, i.e. chemical degradation and dideoxy-chain 
termination, involve identification and characterization of 
1-500 nucleotide long DNA fragments, specific for each one 
of at least four nucleotide bases, on polyacrylamide gels. 
The polyacrylamide gels must be able to distinguish Single 
base pair differences in length between fragments. The 
fragments are generated either by chemical degradation 
Maxam-Gilbert, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 74: 560 (1977) or 
by dideoxy-chain termination of DNA fragments synthe 
sized by DNA polymerase Sanger et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. 
Sci. 74: 5463 (1977). A sufficient quantity of isolated 
fragments is ensured by recombinant DNA technology 
methods which include cloning, restriction enzyme diges 
tion, gel electrophoresis, and polymerase chain reaction 
amongst others. These methods allow the identification and 
amplification of the target DNA to provide material for 
Sequencing. 

0010. An intensive amount of manual labor is required in 
the preparation of appropriate polyacrylamide gels to 
resolve Small differences in fragment size. The Speed of 
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Sequencing in experienced laboratories throughout the World 
is approximately 100 bp per perSon daily. Although the use 
of electronic robots and computerS allows acceleration of the 
number of base pairs actually determined, preparation of 
polyacrylamide gels, application of Sample, electrophoresis 
and the Subsequent manipulations necessary to obtain high 
quality autoradiograms that can be read by machines Still 
involve significant intensive, skilled, manual labor for which 
no Substitutes have been found. 

2.4. Human Genome Characterization 

0.011 The genome of higher eucaryotes has up to a 
million times greater physical complexity than is the com 
plexity of individual genes it encodes, giving it a a corre 
sponding huge informational complexity. From the present 
knowledge of genome organization and biochemical, bio 
physical and biological functions, the following approxi 
mate Scale of the informational complexity for higher 
eucaryotes can be proposed: 10,000 gene families-100,000 
genes-1,000,000 biological functions. The number of basic 
biochemical functions represented by a single gene family is 
probably not significantly increased compared to procary 
otic and lower eucaryotic genomes. 

0012 Recently, there has been a surge of interest in 
mapping and Sequencing the entire human genome Lewin, 
Science 232: 1598 (1986); Wada, Nature 325: 771 (1987); 
Smith and Hood, Bio/Technology 5:933-939 (1987). This 
stems from the fact that only 1 in about 75 human genes is 
either cloned or mapped (Human Gene Mapping 9, 1987). 
Unknown genes will have much to tell us about human 
biology. In the future, the progreSS of Studies on molecular 
evolution may depend on the Sequencing of genomes of 
Species besides humans. 
0013 Because sequence information has already pro 
Vided accelerated knowledge and potential resolution of 
diverse biological, medical and therapeutic research prob 
lems, it is not Surprising that ideas of Sequencing the whole 
human genome were discussed at various Scientific meetings 
during the early and mid-1980's Research News in Science 
232: 1598 (1986)). Such massive sequencing projects envi 
sion the final determination of approximately 3 billion base 
pairs of information encoded in the DNA of humans and are 
expected to take at least 10 years at a cost of at least S3 
billion dollars using current technology. However, in prac 
tice, actual Sequencing of at least three times that number of 
base pairs is required to obtain a reliable Sequence for the 
human genome, thus requiring even more money and time. 

0.014. Such endeavors present a challenge to the technol 
ogy of the twentieth century. Further challenges arise if 
Sequencing projects are extended to include the determina 
tion of the genomic Sequences of characteristic individuals 
or Species of organisms, especially those that have eco 
nomic, Social or medical importance. Such Sequencing 
projects would advance not only our understanding of the 
evolution of organisms and the evolution of biochemical 
processes, but would also further the detection, treatment 
and understanding of disease, and would aid agriculture, the 
food industry and biotechnology in general. However ben 
eficial the results of Such projects would be, their Successful 
completion requires the development of a new, rapid, repro 
ducible and reliable Sequencing method Such as those 
described in this invention. 
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0015. Although the ultimate goal of human genome char 
acterization is the determination of Sequence information, 
progreSS in characterizing portions of the human genome or 
the genome of other organisms have been achieved in 
Several areas. A linkage map of the human genome based on 
cloned DNA probes detecting RFLPs has been obtained 
Donis-Keller et al., Cell 51: 319-337 (1987). Once 
mapped, a gene can be approached from a neighboring DNA 
marker not only by walking Cross et al., Trends Genet. 2: 
174 (1986) but also by the use of jumping Collins+ 
Weissman, Proc. Natll. Acad. Sci. USA 81: 6812 (1984); 
Poustka et al., Nature 325: 353 (1987) and linking Poustka 
et al., Trends Genet, 2: 174 (1986) libraries. The task of 
going from a marker to a mapped gene is facilitated 
immensely if an ordered collection of overlapping cosmid or 
phage clones representing individual chromosomes is avail 
able. Attempts to provide a library of overlapping clones 
using Similarities in their patterns of restriction digests have 
been tried Coulson et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83: 
7821 (1986); Olson et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 83: 
7826 (1986); Kohara et al., Cell 50: 495 (1987). Alterna 
tively, the hybridization of a collection of 100 specific 
oligonucleotides to an array of 3-10x10 cosmid-containing 
colonies on filterS has been proposed. The resulting patterns 
of hybridization identify Specific regions along the genome 
to which a Small collection-of cosmids from chromosome 
libraries can be fitted in the second step Poustka et al., Cold 
Spring Harbor Symp. Quant. Biol. 51: 351 (1986); Craig et 
al., in Human Genetics, Proceedings of the 7th International 
Congress, Berlin, (1986); Michiels et al., CABIOS 3: 203 
(1987). Such identification however does not provide 
desired and useful sequence information of the DNA in a 
particular identified fragment. 
0016. In the area of human genetics, the emphasis is on 
an individual's DNA and the methods to detect patterns of 
its variation and inheritance which may influence the deter 
mination of a patient's chances for health or disease. The 
number of genetic regions to be scored in the DNA of an 
individual requires a large number of polymorphic probes 
and makes the use of traditional Southern blotting unprac 
tical. However, a method that is capable of amplifying 
1000-bp stretches of DNA starting from two flanking oli 
gonucleotide primers and that requires DNA from only 150 
cells of an individual has been described recently as well as 
oligonucleotide probes that can detect mutants in amplified 
DNA in dot blot hybridization Saiki et al., Science 239: 487 
(1986)). Both the method of ordering cosmid libraries and 
the method of amplifying DNA use the work of Wallace for 
conditions of hybridization that only allowed oligonucle 
otides of almost perfect homology to their target DNA to 
hybridize at all Wallace et al., Nucl. Acids Res.: 3543 
(1979)). In these conditions, almost perfect homology means 
that the perfect homology has to exist at least in the central 
part of the hybridizing oligonucleotide/target duplex. 

3. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0017. The present invention provides a new method of 
Sequencing that is ideally Suited to the Sequencing of large 
complex genomes because it avoids the intensive manual 
labor involved in resolving gel fragments by size on poly 
acrylamide gels. The present invention provides methods for 
Sequencing a target nucleic acid by hybridization of over 
lapping short oligonucleotide probes of known or predicted 
Sequence to the nucleic acid target Serially or Simulta 
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neously. The oligomer probes of a given size can contain all 
or most existing combinations of nucleotides for complete 
Sequencing and a part of all possible variants for partial 
Sequencing. Probes can also be composed of oligomers of 
different sizes as well as comprising all known combinations 
of nucleotides that are possible for that Size oligonucleotide. 
AS the size of the probes that are used decreases, hybrid 
ization conditions that are Still able to distinguish between 
mismatched and perfectly matched short oligonucleotides 
must be used. 

0.018. In one embodiment of the invention, multiple oli 
gonucleotides that are 11 nucleotides long or longer are 
hybridized to the target Sequence. hybridization occurs using 
conditions which are controlled and varied to ensure dis 
crimination between perfectly matched oligonucleotides and 
oligonucleotides having a one base pair mismatch with the 
target Sequence where the mismatch is located at either one 
of two ends of the oligonucleotide. 

0019. In another embodiment of the invention, as an 
alternative to previous numerous conditions each specific for 
different sizes and Sequences of probes, a single, or few, Sets 
of conditions is invented for all lengths and Sequence of 
probes. These hybridization conditions allow discrimination 
between perfectly matched and mismatched oligonucle 
otides that are as short as Six nucleotides long. The condi 
tions allow discrimination between a perfectly matching 
oligonucleotide and one that has a Single base mismatch as 
compared to the target Sequence, the mismatch being located 
at one of the ends of the oligonucleotide. 
0020. Following the detection of hybridization of per 
fectly matched oligonucleotides of known Sequence, the 
Sequence of the target nucleic acid is generated by an 
algorithm using the principle of maximal nonidentical over 
lap of probe. 
0021. In determining sequence by hybridization, oligo 
nucleotides are prepared, target fragments are prepared 
appropriate for the length of oligonucleotide used for 
hybridization, and hybridization of the target with all the 
oligonucleotides occurs under defined conditions that allow 
discrimination in binding of perfectly matched complemen 
tary oligonucleotides and mismatched oligonucleotides. The 
relationship of probe Size and target length is defined and 
allows complete Sequencing of genomes. The novel theo 
retical basis of the relationship between oligonucleotide 
probe Size and target length is described infra. 
0022. To determine the amount of hybridization data that 
is needed for Sequence determination, the number of target 
fragments that compose the entire Sequence is multiplied by 
the number of different oligonucleotides required to define 
the Sequence of the target fragment. The shorter the size of 
the oligonucleotides that are hybridized, the more target 
fragments that must be analyzed. Similarly, as the oligo 
nucleotide size increases, fewer target fragments must be 
examined. 

0023 Hybridization reactions can be performed in sepa 
rate reaction vessels or by binding one of the two compo 
nents (oligomers and DNA fragments) to a Solid Surface, like 
nylon filters etc. Since the described method does not require 
macromolecular separation like gel-based Sequencing meth 
ods, the Surface, bound with either an oligomer or nucleic 
acid fragment can have microdimensions. 
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0024. Some of the advantages of the method of the 
present invention include the following: 

0025 (1) rapidity, resulting in time effectiveness: (2) 
elimination of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and 
the intensive manual labor it requires; (3) reliability of 
the predicted base within the determined Sequence due 
to the hybridization of multiple oligonucleotides to the 
Same base within a target Sequence; (4) the possibility 
of Substantial miniaturization of the process; (5) ease of 
automation; (6) resulting cost effectiveness. 

3.1. Definitions 

0026. The following terms and abbreviations will have 
the meanings indicated: 

A. adenine 
bp base pair 
C cytosine 
G guanine 
IF an M13 clone containing a 921 

bp EcoR1-Bg1II human B 
interferon fragment 

kD kilo Dalton 
nG nanogram 
nM nenomolar 
pmol picomole 
SC subclone 
SF subfragment 
SOH short oligonucleotide 

hybridization 
T thymine 
CCD Charge Coupled Device 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 
DP Discrete particle 
HA Hybridization area 
LAR Ligation-amplification reaction 
ON Oligonucleotide 
ONP Oligonucleotide probe 
ONS Oligonucleotide sequence 
PCR Polymerase chain reaction 
RE Restriction Enzyme 
RFLP Restriction fragment length 

polymorphism 
RNA Ribonucleic acid 
SBH Sequencing by hybridization 

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0027 FIG. 1 shows the generation of subfragments in 
Sequence by hybridization and their ordering. (A) The 
sequence of a hypothetical clone. NNNNNNN-ends of vec 
tor sequence. AGTCCCT and TTGGCTG are the only 
oligonucleotides 7 bp or longer repeated within the depicted 
Sequence. (B) Formation of Subfragments. ASSuming that the 
content of 8-merS for the depicted Sequence is known, these 
8-mers are ordered by maximal overlap, in this case 7 bp. 
Starting from the 5' 8-mer (NNNNNNNc), ordering is 
unambiguous up to gAGTCCCT, which on its 3' end con 
tains a repeated 7-mer. The large capitals denote overlapping 
Sequences shared by different oligonucleotides, while the 
Small letters denote unshared bases. Both AGTCCCTc and 
AGTCCCTg can be overlapped with gAGTCCCT prevent 
ing further ordering. Each of the two Sequences Serves as a 
Starting point for new ordering (not shown). Therefore, each 
repeated Sequence 7 bp or longer represents a branching 
point. Unambiguous Sequences are obtained between two 
consecutive branching points only. (C) Listing of Subfrag 
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ments formed from 8-mers of depicted Sequence. Subfrag 
ments are horizontally displaced to indicate overlap, the 
orientation is 5' to 3' and end subfragments are identifiable. 
(D) The Subfragments cannot be unambiguously ordered 
into a Starting Sequence without additional information. 
Both arrangements shown are possible Since Subfragments 
AGTCCCTeggTTGGCTG and AGTCCCTgatTTGGCTG 
have the same 7-mers at their 5' and 3' ends, respectively. (E) 
Building the Sequence from oligonucleotide blockS. The left 
box represents all 8-mer oligoSequences which occur in 15 
base long DNA molecule of unknown sequence (NNN. . . 
NNN), 8-mers can be ordered by 7 base overlap (right box). 
Each 7 oligomer extends the Sequence of the Starting 8-mer 
ACCGTAAA by one base. Thus, the Sequence is generated 
by uniquely overlapped oligomer blockS. 

0028 FIG. 2 presents the average number of SFS (N) as 
a function of the length of DNA fragment (L) for various 
values of the length of the overlapping sequence (N-1, in 
bp), or average distance of two consecutive identical N-1 
Sequences in DNA Subjected to Sequencing by hybridization 
(A), in kb. The curves are obtained using equation one as 
described below in section 5.2. 

0029 FIG. 3 describes the kinetic stability of a fully 
matched hybrid obtained with a probe 8 nucleotides in 
length. Stability is expressed as a fraction of the hybrid 
dissociated in unit time (minutes) as a function of tempera 
ture. 1.4 pmol of NCATGAGCANN as applied to each dot 
and hybridized with TGCTCATG as probe in a concentra 
tion of 4 nM. The equal amounts of hybrid were incubated 
at the indicated temperatures for a short time in a large 
volume of buffer and the remaining hybrid measured. Each 
point represents the average value for four dots. The curve 
is computer fitted with E=47.3. Kcal/mol obtained from the 
experimental points by the least Squares method. 

0030 FIG. 4 indicates the properties of short oligonucle 
otide hybridization. In FIG. 4a, non-optimized discrimina 
tion with probes 6, 7, and 8 nucleotides in length is illus 
trated. The probe GCTCAT was hybridized to the target 
sequence NCATGAGCANN which contains the perfectly 
matching sequence (underlined). The NNCATGAGTTN tar 
get Sequence contains an end mismatch (double underlined). 
1.4 pM of each target was applied to the filter. The probe 
GCTCATG, and the prose TGCTCATG were used against 
50 ng of IF and M13 DNA. The probe concentration was 4 
nM. 

0031. In FIG. 4b, limits of signal detection are examined. 
The indicated Volumes of IF culture Supernatants of average 
titer of 6x10' pfu/ml were mixed with an equal volume of 
1M NaOH, 3M NaCl and spotted on a filter as described in 
a above. Hybridization was at 2°C. with TGCTCATG as the 
probe. 

0032). In FIG. 4c, the time course of hybridization at 13° 
C. is shown. The IF-M13 system was used with 50 ng of 
phage DNA per dot, and the probe was TGCTCATG. The 3 
hr IF dot contained 18020 cpm measured with 20% effi 
ciency. 

0033. In FIG. 5 the effect of the washing step on dis 
crimination is indicated. In FIG. 5a, inversion of the signal 
in IF-M13 pair upon washing is shown. 10 ng of IF and 500 
ng M13 DNA were applied, and the probe was TGCTCATG. 
The top row was not washed, the other rows were washed at 
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7, 13 and 25 C., respectively for the indicated times. A DNA 
control is included in the top row also. Hybridization with 
the M13 specific probe AGCTGCTC measures amounts of 
DNA in the two dots. In FIG. 5b, the change of discrimi 
nation with time of washing at 0°C. (full circles) and 13°C. 
(open circles) is depicted. 100 ng each of IF and M13 were 
applied to form dots. The dots were hybridized to probe 
TGCTCATG and probe AGCTGCTC was used in the con 
trol DNA hybridization (see top row, on the right, panel a). 
The dots were then washed at the indicated temperatures. At 
each time point the pairs of dots were removed and the ratio 
of radioactivity remaining in the each dot was measured. 
The D or discrimination was calculated as the mean value of 
the ratioS for the duplicate pairs of dots. 

0034 FIG. 6 demonstrates the effects of complexity of 
target Sequences on discrimination. 50 ng each of IF and 
M13 were hybridized with the indicated probes at a con 
centration of 4 nM. No wash was performed. The number of 
matched and end base mismatched targets in IF and M13 is 
indicated for each probe. 

0035 FIG. 7 examines an array of clones for the pres 
ence of an oligonucleotide Sequence. 51 recombinant plas 
mid DNAS (10+5 ng) were spotted in rows B to II, columns 
1 to 8 (except row H). Line A and column 9 contained 
control DNAS of known sequence. Unknown clones were 
taken from human brain cDNA library in Bluescript vector 
(BS) (Stratogene Cat. No. 935205). Controls of known 
sequence in lines A1 to A8 and A9 to G9 are: IF(M13), M13, 
Alu(M3), IF(BS), BS 1M(pUC 9), pUC 9, 2M(pUC 9), 
respectively except that in the vertical row Alu(M13) was 
omitted. 1M and 2M are rat B-globin gene subclones. The 
probe concentration was 8 nM. In FIG. 7a, BS specific 
probe CTCCCTTT was also contained in IF and 2M inserts 
but not in M13 and puC vectors. In FIG. 7b, the sequence 
of probe CCAGTTTT was contained in the IF insert but not 
in either vector. In FIG. 7c, the sequence of probe GCCT 
TCTC was contained in the 1M insert only. 
0036 FIG. 8 sequencing 100 bp of 921 bp B-human 
interferon gene fragment. (IF) by hybridization. 
0037 Part 1. Hybridization results. A. Hybridization with 
93 probes (72) octamers and 21 nonamers with the full 
match in IF. IF and controls ratglobin clones pHEA and pHI 
were PCR amplified while M13 mp18 and puC18 were in 
linearized double stranded form. Base denatured DNA (20 
ng of IF and equimolar amounts of control DNA) were 
spotted on Gene Screen membranes (N.E.N.). Hybridization 
was according to Drmanac et al., described in S 6 below. 
Briefly, y- end labeled probes (3.3 pm, 10 mCI, Amersham 
3000 C/mM in concentration of 10 ng/ml were hybridized at 
12 C. in 0.5 M NaHPO pH 7.2, 7% Na-lauryl Sarcosine 
for 3 hours. All probes were made by Genesys, Inc., Hous 
ton. Hybrids were washed in 6xSSC at 0 for 40 minutes and 
autoradiographed for 4-48 hours. Test dot Signal intensity, 
Hp, and discrimination as ratio of Signals of test over control 
dot, D, were visually estimated. For probes 34 and 74, dot 
radioactivity was measured in a Scintillation counter. Hp was 
6,000 and 300 cpm, D was 20 and 4, and a film was exposed 
for 4 and 48 hr respectively. B. Hybridization with 12 probes 
(11 octamers and 1 nonamer) which have end mismatch in 
IF fragment. Control DNAS having single full match targets 
were pHEA for probes 97., 98., 102., puC18 for 95., 100., 
104., 105., and M13 for 94., 96., 99., 101, and 103. Probes 
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104 and 105 have 3 end-mismatched targets in IF. Hybrid 
ization procedures were as described in A. C. DNA Cali 
bration. 1. and 2. IF and pHEA, probe CTGATAT. 3. IF and 
pUC18 probe CAGATGGT. 4 IF and M13mp18, probe 
GACTGTCT. The ratios of DNA amounts in IF and control 
dot were 1:1 in panel 1., 3., 4., and 1:3 in panel 2., 
respectively. Filters with IF and pH had 1:2 ratio with probe 
CTGATGAT. Filters show in 2. were used with probes 1., 3., 
4., 6. to 8., 10. to 13., containing; puC18 with probes 31 and 
85.; containing M13 with probes 53 and 74; and containing 
pH with probes 22, 54., 55., 69., 70., 83., and 84. The 
remainder of probes were used on filters of the type shown 
on panel 1. 

0038 Part 2. 10 bp sequence, position 625-726 in Eco RI 
B-interferon fragment. The locations of the first 10 probes 
in the Sequence are indicated. 

0039) Part 3. List of probes used. The numbers after the 
probe Sequences are AH, Hp. and D respectively. AH was 
calculated Hp and D were visually estimated on the basis of 
the radioactivity measurements of the Selected examples 
ranging from 300-10,000 cpm per dot. Each symbol after the 
probe indicates the presence of one end mismatched target 
in its control DNA dot. 

0040 FIG. 9 an example of the discriminative hybrid 
ization with 8-mers. On each filter the upper dot contains 15 
ng of EcoRI-BgIII 920 bp genomic fragment with interferon 
beta-1 gene (IF) and the lower dot contains 25 ng of 1500 bp 
of rat beta-globin gene (GL) prepared by PCR from clones 
in blueScript vector using universal and reverse Sequencing 
primers. Each probe was hybridized and washed under the 
same conditions. p labeled probes (by T4-polynucleotide 
kinase) at a concentration of 4 nM in 0.5 M NaHPO pH 
7.2, 7% Sodium lauroyl sarcosine were hybridized at 12 C. 
for 3 h. Hybrids were washed in 6xSSC at 2 C. for 40 
minutes and autoradiographed for 6h. Panel on top repre 
Sents hybridization with probe complementary to amplified 
vector end and reveals the molar ratio of the two target 
DNAS. First three 8-mer probes are designed to have perfect 
target in interferon Sequence and target with end mismatch 
in globin Sequence, and probe 4 opposite. Over 5 fold 
discrimination is obtained with each probe, having 3 to 6 
(C+G). In the case of the most stable probe (probe 1) similar 
discrimination is obtained but both dots are stronger than in 
case of other probes. 
0041 FIG. 10 k-tuple overlap rule. S-start of subfrag 
ment assembly. Filled bars-the identical parts of k-tuples. 
Empty bars-non-identical parts of k-tuples. 0, 1 non occur 
rence or occurrence, respectively in k-tuple Set. (1-3)- 
Situations violating the rule. (4) situation recognized by the 
overlapping rule. 
0.042 FIG. 11 Examples of generation of short pSFs. 
Bars are k-tuples. Filled parts of are bars overlapping 
Sequences which length are indicated on the right Site. Open 
bars are correct k-tuples. Bars with dashed line are false 
negative k-tuples. Bars with (+) are false positive k-tuples; 
positions of (+) indicate the wrong base. Horizontal lines are 
extensions of Subfragments in the considered site. 

0043 FIG. 12 Process of formation of misconnected 
Subfragments. Column I: Misconnection due to the presence 
of false negative k-tuples in the Set. Column II: Misconnec 
tion due to-tt Simultaneous presence of both false 
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positive and false negative k-tuples. Top lines-actual 
Sequences. Immediately below-false k-tuples. Lower lines 
generated Subfragments representing the Sequence. Filled 
bars-overlapping Sequences present at the point of miscon 
nection. Open bar-any other repeated Sequences. Oblique 
lines show the wrong position of a part of a Sequence within 
the misconnected Subfragment. Dashed line indicate the 
position in Subfragment of Sequence used for Overlap, caus 
ing the misconnection. 

5. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0044) The method of the invention of sequencing by 
hybridization is based on an entirely different logical prin 
ciple than previous methods of Sequencing which have been 
described above in S 2.3. Known methods of Sequencing 
define a nucleic acid Sequence in a base by base fashion that 
is read from the position of DNA fragments in polyacryla 
mide gels where the fragments are produced by base specific 
chemical degradation or chain termination techniques. 
0045. In contrast, the method of sequencing of the 
present invention is a process comprising hybridizing oli 
gonucleotides to a target Sequence, detecting the hybridized 
oligonucleotides, and assembling the Sequence of the target 
from the Sequence of the hybridizing oligonucleotides. The 
method of Sequencing according to the present invention is 
most Suitable for determining the Sequence of complex 
nucleic acid fragments, molecules, or genomes and espe 
cially those containing one million or more nucleotide base 
paIrS. 

0046 According to the method of the invention, the 
number of oligonucleotide probes, the lengths and types of 
target nucleic acid Sequences, the numbers of Subfragments 
of the target nucleic acid Sequences and the numbers of 
hybridizations necessary for Sequencing have been calcu 
lated and show that Sequencing by hybridization is more 
efficient than Sequencing by traditional methods. 

5.1. Oligonucleotide Probes and Targets Suitable 
for SBH 

0047 A mismatch-free hybridization of oligonucleotides 
to an unknown target nucleic acid represents, in essence, a 
Sequencing of complementary target. Probability calcula 
tions and, in part, computer Simulations estimate the types 
and numbers of oligonucleotides that would have to be 
Synthesized in order to Sequence a megabase plus Segment 
of DNA. 

0048. In order to obtain the required amount of experi 
mental data defined as a matrix of (number of fragments 
clones)x(number of probes), the number of probes can be 
reduced depending on the number of fragments used and 
vice versa. The optimal ratio of the two numbers is defined 
by the technological requirements of a particular Sequencing 
by hybridization process. The useful probes are those longer 
than 6 bases, Since the Shorter ones would require use of 
unsuitable and unpractical nucleic acid fragments shorter 
than a few hundred bases long. 
0049. There are two parameters which influence the 
choice of probe length. The first is the Success in obtaining 
hybridization results that show the required degree of dis 
crimination. The Second is the technological feasibility of 
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Synthesis of the required number of probes. The requirement 
of obtaining sufficient hybridization discrimination with 
practical and useful amounts of target nucleic acid limits the 
probe length from both sides. It is difficult to obtain a 
sufficient amount of hybrid with short probes, and to dis 
criminate end mismatch with long probes. There is no 
evidence for use of probes shorter than 11-mers in the 
literature, except for very stable ones Estivil et al., Nucl. 
Acids Res. 15: 1415 (1987). On the other hand, probes 
longer than 15 bases discriminate end mismatch with diffi 
culty Wood et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 82: 1585 
(1985)). 
0050. One solution for the problem of unstable probes 
and end mismatch discrimination is the use of a group of 
longer probes representing a single shorter probe in an 
informational Sense. Groups of Sixty-four 11-mers can be 
used instead of Single 8-mers. Every member of the group 
has a common core 8-mer and one of three possible varia 
tions on Outer positions with two variations at each end. The 
probe can be represented as 5(A.T.C,G)(AT,C,G)N8(A.T., 
C,G) 3". With this type of probe one does not need to 
discriminate the non-informative end bases (two on 5' end, 
and one on 3' end) since only the internal 8-mer is read. This 
Solution requires the use of higher mass amounts of probes 
and label in hybridization reactions. 

0051. These disadvantages are eliminated by the use of a 
Single condition of discriminative hybridization for oligo 
mer probes as short as 6-mers (see Examples 6.3 and 6.4). 
The length of probes are restricted by the technological 
problem of having a practical number of probes that can be 
synthesized and utilized. At this time it may be difficult for 
Some to synthesize more than about 100,000 8-mer and 
Some additional 9-mer probes or groups of 11-mers of types 
5'(A.T,C,G)(A.T.C,G)N8(A.T,C,G)3' and 5'(A.T.C,G)N9(A, 
T,C,G)3' by the current methods for synthesis of individual 
oligonucleotides. 

0.052 The number of hybridization reactions is depen 
dent on the number of discrete labeled probes. Therefore in 
the cases of Sequencing Shorter nucleic acids using a Smaller 
number of fragments-clones than the number of oligonucle 
otides, it is better to use oligomers as the target and nucleic 
acid fragments as probes. For example, one needs 20,000 
clone. and up to five fold more oligonucleotides (50-100, 
000) to sequence 10 million bp of DNA with 8-mer oligo 
nucleotides. 

0.053 Target nucleic acids which have undefined 
Sequences can be produced as a mixture of representative 
libraries in a phage or plasmid vector having inserts of 
genomic fragments of different sizes or in Samples prepared 
by PCR. Inevitable gaps and uncertainties in alignment of 
Sequenced fragments arise from nonrandom or repetitive 
Sequence organization of complex genomes and difficulties 
in cloning “poisonous” sequences in Escherichia coli. These 
problems are inherent in Sequencing large complex mol 
ecules using any method. In this invention Such problems are 
minimized by the choice of libraries and number of Sub 
clones used for hybridization. Alternatively such difficulties 
can be overcome through the use of amplified target 
Sequences, e.g. by PCR amplification, ligation-amplified 
reactions etc. Because this invention is based on Simple 
biochemical procedures, the method of the invention is 
inherently easier to automate than existing Sequencing meth 
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ods. The Sequence can be derived from Simple primary data 
using only extensive computing. 

5.2. Determining Sequence from the 
Oligonucleotide Hybridization Data 

0054 Sequencing by hybridization (SBH) of a target 
nucleic acid can be visualized as consisting of two steps; 1) 
a process of dissolving the target nucleic acid into all its 
constituent oligonucleotide N-mers, and 2) the back assem 
bly of N-mers detected by hybridization and assembled by 
overlap into an extended Sequence. In the invention, hybrid 
ization of all possible N-mer oligonucleotide probes to the 
target nucleic acid determines the N-mer oligonucleotide 
Subset contained in the primary Sequence of the target 
nucleic acid and is the first Step in the process of the 
invention. AS indicated in FIG. 1a nucleic acid fragment can 
be dissolved into all constituent oligonucleotides. Positively 
hybridizing N-mer oligonucleotide probes are ordered and 
the Sequence of the target DNA is determined using 
(N-1)mer overlapping frames between the oligonucleotide 
probes. 
0055 Reassembling the sequence of known oligonucle 
otides that hybridize to the target nucleic acid to generate the 
Sequence of the target nucleic acid cannot be accomplished 
in Some cases. This is because Some information is lost if the 
target nucleic acid is not in fragments of appropriate size 
(see FIG. 2) in relation to the size of oligonucleotide that is 
used for hybridizing. The quantity of information lost is 
proportional to the length of a target being Sequenced. 
However, if Sufficiently short targets are used, their Sequence 
can be unambiguously determined. 
0056. The sequence assembly will be interrupted where 
ever a given overlapping (N-1)mer is duplicated two or more 
times. Then either of the two N-mers differing in the last 
nucleotide can be used in extending the Sequence. This 
branching point limits unambiguous assembly of Sequence. 
0057 The probable frequency of duplicated sequences 
that would interfere with Sequence assembly which is dis 
tributed along a certain length of DNA can be calculated. 
This derivation requires the introduction of the definition of 
a parameter having to do with Sequence organization: the 
Sequence Subfragment (SF). A sequence Subfragment results 
if any part of the Sequence of a target nucleic acid starts Sand 
ends with an (N-1)mer that is repeated two or more times 
within the target Sequence. Thus, Subfragments are 
Sequences generated between two points of branching in the 
process of assembly of the Sequences in the method of the 
invention. The Sum of all Subfragments is longer than the 
actual target nucleic acid because of overlapping Short ends. 
Generally, Surfragments cannot be assembled in a linear 
order without additional information since they have shared 
(N-1)mers at their ends and starts. Different numbers of 
Subfragments are obtained for each nucleic acid target 
depending on the number of its repeated (N-1)mers. The 
number depends on the value of N-1 and the length of the 
target. 

0058 Probability calculations can estimate the interrela 
tionship of the two factors which are given in graphical form 
in FIG.2. If the ordering of positive N-mers is accomplished 
by using overlapping Sequences of length N-1 or at an 
average distance of A, the N-1 of a fragment L bases long 
is given by equation one: 
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0059) Where K greater than or =2, and P(K, L) repre 
Sents the probability of an N-mer occurring K-times on a 
fragment L base long. Also, a computer program that is able 
to form subfragments from the content of N-mers for any 
given Sequence is described below in Appendix A. 
0060. As shown (FIG. 2) the number of subfragments 
increases with the increase of lengths of fragments for a 
given length of probe. Obtained Subfragments may not be 
uniquely ordered among themselves. Although not com 
plete, this information is very useful for comparative 
Sequence analysis and the recognition of functional Squence 
characteristics. This type of information we call partial 
Sequence. Another way of obtaining partial Sequence is the 
use of only a Subset of oligonucleotide probes of a given 
length. 
0061 There is a relatively good agreement between pre 
dicted Sequence according to theory and a computer Simu 
lation for a random DNA sequence. For instance, for N-1=7, 
using an 8-mer or groups of sixty-four 11-mers of type 
5(A.T,C,G)(AT,C,G)N8(AT,C,G)3 a target nucleic acid 
of 200 bases will have an average of three subfragments. 
However, because of the dispersion around the mean, a 
library of target nucleic acid should have inserts of 500 bp 
so that less than 1 in 2000 targets have more than three 
Subfragments. Thus in an ideal case of Sequence determi 
nation of a long nucleic acid of random Sequence, it is only 
necessary to use a representative library with Sufficiently 
Short inserts of target nucleic acid. For Such inserts it is 
possible to reconstruct the individual target by the method of 
the invention. The entire Sequence of a large nucleic acid is 
then obtained by overlapping of the defined individual insert 
Sequences. 

0.062 We found a solution to reduce the need for very 
Short fragments, e.g. 50 bases for 8-mer probes. The basis 
for the use of longer fragments lies in the use of information 
contained in the overlapped fragments present in every 
random DNA fragmentation process like cloning, or random 
PCR. It is also possible to use pools of short physical nucleic 
acid fragments. Using 8-mers or 11-mers like 5"(AT,C,G) 
(ATC,G)N8(ATC,G)3' for Sequencing 1 megabase, 
instead of needing 20,000 50 bp fragments only 2,100 
samples are sufficient. This number consists of 700 random 
7 kb clones (basic library), 1250 pools of 20 clones of 500 
bp (subfragments ordering library) and 150 clones from 
jumping (or similar) library. The developed algorithm (See 
Appendix) can regenerate sequence using hybridization data 
of these described Samples. 

6. EXAMPLE 

Materials and Methods 

6.1. Materials 

0.063) oligonucleotides were either purchased from 
Genetic Designs, Inc. Houston, Texas or made on an Applied 
Biosystems 381ADNA synthesizer. Most of the probes used 
were not purified by HPLC or gel electrophoresis. Probes 
were designed to have both a Single perfectly complemen 
tary target in IF, a M13 clone containing a 921 bp Eco 
RI-Bgl II human B-interferon fragment Ohno and Tangiu 
chi, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 74: 4370-4374 (1981), and at 
least one target with an end base mismatch in M13 vector 
itself. 
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6.2. Oligonucleotide Labeling 
0064 End labeling of oligonucleotides was performed as 
described Maniatis et al., in Molecular Cloning: a Labora 
tory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring 
Harbor, N.Y. (1982) in 10 ul containing T-polynucleotide 
kinase (5 units Amersham), - p -ATP (3.3 pM, 10 uCi 
Amersham 3000 Ci/mM) and oligonucleotide (4 pM, 10 ng). 
Specific activities of the probes were 2.5-5x10 cpm/nM. 

6.3. Hybridization Procedures 

0065 Single stranded DNA (2 to 4 ul in 0.5 NaOH, 1.5 
M. NaCl) was spotted on a Gene Screen membrane wetted 
with the same Solution, the filters were neutralized in 0.05 M 
NaHPO pH 6.5, baked in an oven at 80° C. for 60 min and 
UV irradiated for 1 min. Then, the filters were incubated in 
hybridization solution (0.5 M NaHPO pH 7.2, 7% sodium 
lauroyl Sarcosine for 5 min. at room temperature and placed 
on the surface of a plastic Petri dish. A drop of hybridization 
solution (10 ul, 0.5 M Na HPO. pH 7.2, 7% sodium lauroyl 
sarcosine) with a Pend labeled oligomer probe at 4 nM 
concentration was placed over 1-6 dots, overlayed with a 
Square piece of polyethylene (approximately 1x1 cm), and 
incubated in a moist chamber at the indicated temperatures 
for 3 hr. Hybridization was stopped by placing the filter in 
6xSSC washing solution for 3x5 minute at 0° C. to remove 
unhybridized probe. The filter was either dried, or further 
washed for the indicated times and temperatures, and auto 
radiographed. For discrimination measurements, the dots 
were excised from the dried filters after autoradiography, 
placed in liquid Scintillation cocktail and counted. The 
uncorrected ratio of cpms for IF and M13 dots is given as D. 

6.4. Example 

Very Short Oligonucleotide Hybridization 

0066. The conditions reported herein allow very short 
oligonucleotide hybridization but ensure discriminations 
between matched and mismatched oligonucleotides that-are 
complementary to and therefore bind to a target nuclei acid. 
Factors which influence the efficient detection of hybridiza 
tion of Specific short Sequences based on the degree of 
discrimination (D) between a perfectly complementary tar 
get and an imperfectly complementary target with a single 
mismatch in the hybrid are defined. Experimental tests used 
dot blot hybridization of twenty-eight probes that were 6 to 
8 nucleotides in length to two M13 clones or to model 
oligonucleotides bound to membrane filters. The principles 
guiding the experimental procedures are given below. 

6.5. Theoretical Principles 
0067 Oligonucleotide hybridization to filter bound target 
nucleic acids only a few nucleotides longer than the probe in 
conditions of probe exceSS is a pseudo-first order reaction 
with respect to target concentration. This reaction is defined 
by equation two: 

S/S-e-KhoPT 
0068 S, and S. are target sequence concentrations at time 

t and t, respectively. (OP) is probe concentration. The rate 
constant for hybrid formation, Kh increases only slightly in 
the O C. to 30° C. range Porschke and Eigen, J. Mol. Biol. 
62: 361 (1971); Craig et al., J. Mol. Biol. 62: 383 (1971)). 
Hybrid melting is a first order reaction with respect to hybrid 
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concentration (here replaced by mass due to filter bound 
State) as shown in equation three: 

0069. In equation three, H, and H are hybrid concentra 
tions at times t and t, respectively; k is a rate constant for 
hybrid melting which is dependant on temperature and Salt 
concentration Ikuta et al., Nucl. Acids Res. 15: 797 (1987); 
Porschke and Eigen, J. Mol. Biol. 62: 361 (1971); Craig et 
al., J. Mol. Biol. 62: 383 (1971)). During hybridization, 
which is a Strand association process, the back melting, or 
Strand dissociation, reaction takes place as well. Thus, the 
amount of hybrid formed in time t is a result of forward and 
back reactions. The equilibrium can be moved towards 
hybrid formation by increasing probe concentration and/or 
decreasing temperature. However, during Washing cycles in 
large Volumes of buffer, the melting reaction is dominant and 
the back reaction of hybridization is insignificant, Since the 
probe is absent. This analysis indicates workable short 
oligonucleotide hybridization (SOH) conditions can be var 
ied for probe concentration or temperature. 
0070 D or discrimination is defined in equation four: 

D=H(tw)/H(tw) 
(0071) H, (t) and H(tW) are the amounts of hybrids 
remaining after a washing time, t, for the identical amounts 
of perfectly and imperfectly complementary duplex, respec 
tively. For a given temperature, the discrimination D 
changes with the length of Washing time and reaches the 
maximal value when H=B which is equation five. 
0.072 The background, B, represents the lowest hybrid 
ization signal detectable in the System. Since any further 
decrease of H; cannot be examined, D would increase upon 
continued washing. Washing past tw.just decreases H, rela 
tive to B, and is Seen as a decrease in D. The optimal 
washing time, t, for imperfect hybrids, from equation three 
and equation five is Equation Six: 

0073). Since H, is being washed for the same t, com 
bining Equation three for Hp, Equation four and Equation 
Six, one obtains the optimal discrimination function in 
Equation Seven: 

0.074 The change of D as a function of T is important 
because of the choice of an optimal washing temperature. It 
is obtained by Substituting the Arhenius equation which is 
Equation eight: 

0075) 
nine: 

Into Equation Seven. The final equation is Equation 

(E-E ), RT D = H(t)/ Bx (B / H(t)), pl.: " ": 

0076 B less than H(t). 
0.077 Since the activation energy for perfect hybrids, 
E., and the activation energy for imperfect hybrids, E. , 
can be either equal, or E. less than E., D is temperature 
independent, or decreases with increasing temperature, 
respectively. This result implies that the Search for Stringent 
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temperature conditions for good discrimination in SOH is 
unjustified. By washing at lower temperatures, one obtains 
equal or better discrimination, but the time of Washing 
exponentially increases with the decrease of temperature, as 
can be seen by Substituting Equation eight in Equation Six. 
A further property of Equation nine for E. less than E is 
that discrimination more strongly decreases with T, if H(t) 
increases relative to H(t). 
0078 Finally, the analysis of Equation nine shows that D 
at lower temperatures depends to a higher degree on the 
H(t)/B ratio than on the H(t)/H(t) ratio. This result 
indicates that it is better to obtain a sufficient quantity of H, 
in the hybridization regardless of the discrimination that can 
be achieved in this Step. Better discrimination can then be 
obtained by Washing, Since the higher amounts of perfect 
hybrid allow more time for differential melting to show an 
effect. Similarly, using larger amounts of target nucleic acid 
a necessary discrimination can be obtained even with Small 
differences between K, and K. 
0079 Extrapolated to a more complex situation than 
covered in this simple model, the result is that washing at 
lower temperatures is even more important for obtaining 
discrimination in the case of hybridization of a probe having 
many end-mismatches within a given nucleic acid target. 

6.6. Experimental Parameters 

0080. Using the described theoretical principles as a 
guide for experiments, reliable hybridizations have been 
obtained with probes six to eight nucleotides in length. All 
experiments were performed with a floating plastic sheet 
providing a film of hybridization solution above the filter. 
This procedure allows maximal reduction in the amount of 
probe, and thus reduced label costs in dot blot hybridiza 
tions. The high concentration of Sodium lauroyl Sarcosine 
instead of sodium lauroylsulfate in the phosphate 10 hybrid 
ization buffer allows dropping the reaction from room 
temperature down to 12 C. Similarly, the 4-6xSSC, 10% 
Sodium lauroyl sarcosine buffer allows hybridization at 
temperatures as low as 2 C. The detergent in these buffers 
is essential for obtaining tolerable background with up to 40 
nM concentrations of labeled probe. Preliminary character 
ization of the thermal stability of short oligonucleotide 
hybrids was determined on a prototype octamer with 50% 
GC content, i.e. probe of sequence TGCTCATG. The theo 
retical expectation is that this probe is among the leSS Stable 
octamers. Its transition enthalpy is Similar to those of more 
Stable heptamerS or, even to probes 6 nucleotides in length 
Bresslauer et al., Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 83.3746 
(1986)). The stability of the 8 bp oligonucleotide duplex 
hybrid as a function of temperature is shown in FIG. 3. 
Parameter T, the temperature at which 50% of the hybrid is 
melted in unit time of a minute is 18 C. The result shows 
that T is 15 C. lower for the 8bp hybrid than for an 11 bp 
duplex Wallace et al., Nucleic Acids Res. 6: 3543 (1979)). 
0081. In addition to experiments with model oligonucle 
otides, an M13 Vector was chosen as a System for a practical 
demonstration of short oligonucleotide hybridization. The 
main aim was to show useful end-mismatch discrimination 
with a target Similar to the ones which will be used in various 
applications of the method of the invention. Oligonucleotide 
probes for the M13 model were chosen in such a way that 
the M13 vector itself contains the end mismatched base. 
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Vector IF, an M13 recombinant containing a 921 bp human 
interferon gene insert, carries a single perfectly matched 
target. Thus, IF has either the identical or a higher number 
of mismatched targets in comparison to the M13 Vector 
itself. 

0082) Using low temperature conditions and dot blots, 
Sufficient differences in hybridization Signals were obtained 
between the dot containing the perfect and the mismatched 
targets and the dot containing the mismatched targets only. 
This was true for the 6 nucleotides long oligonucleotides and 
was also true for the 7 and 8 nucleotide long oligonucle 
otides hybridized to the large IF-M13 pair of nucleic acids 
(FIG. 4A). 
0.083. The hybridization signal depends on the amount of 
target available on the filter for reaction with the probe. A 
necessary control is to show that the difference in Signal 
intensity is not a reflection of varying amounts of nucleic 
acid in the two dots. Hybridization with a probe that has the 
same number and kind of targets in both IF and M13 shows 
that there is an equal amount of DNA in the dots (FIG. 4A). 
Since the efficiency of hybrid formation increases with 
hybrid length, the Signal for a duplex having six nucleotides 
was best detected with a high mass of oligonucleotide target 
bound to the filter (FIG. 4A). Due to their lower molecular 
weight, a larger number of oligonucleotide target molecules 
can be bound to a given Surface area when compared to large 
molecules of nucleic acid that Serves as target. 
0084. To measure the sensitivity of detection with unpu 
rified DNA, various amounts of phage Supernatants were 
spotted on the filter and hybridized with a P-labeled 
octamer. AS little as 50 million unpurified phage containing 
no more than 0.5 ng of DNA gave a detectable signal (FIG. 
4B) indicating that sensitivity of the short oligonucleotide 
hybridization method is sufficient. Reaction time is short, 
adding to the practicality. For instance, the time of hybrid 
ization at 15 C. with 4 nM probe is 3 hours, after which 
equilibrium is reached (FIG. 4C). 
0085. As mentioned in the theoretical section above, the 
equilibrium yield of hybrid depends on probe concentration 
and/or temperature of reaction. For instance, the Signal level 
for the same amount of target with 4 nM octamer at 13 C. 
is 3 times lower than with a probe concentration of 40 nM, 
and is decreased 4.5 times by raising the hybridization 
temperature to 25 C. 
0.086 The utility of the low temperature wash for achiev 
ing maximal discrimination is demonstrated in FIG. 5. To 
make the phenomenon visually obvious, 50 times more 
DNA was put in the M13 dot than in the IF dot as shown 
using hybridization with a vector specific probe (FIG. 5 
DNA control). In this way, the signal after the hybridization 
Step with the actual probe was.made Stronger in the mis 
matched than in the matched case. The HP/H ratio was 1:4. 
Inversion of Signal intensities after prolonged-washing at 7 
C. was achieved without a massive loss of perfect hybrid, 
resulting in a ratio of 2:1 (FIG. 5). In contrast, it is 
impossible to achieve any discrimination at 25 C., since the 
matched target Signal is already brought down to the back 
ground level with 2 minute washing, at the same time, the 
signal from the mismatched hybrid is still detectable. The 
loss of discrimination at 13 C. compared to 7 C. is not so 
great but is clearly visible. If one considers the 90 minute 
point at 7 C. and the 15 minute point at 13 C. when the 
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mismatched hybrid Signal is near the background level, 
which represents optimal washing..times for the respective 
conditions, it is obvious that the amount of matched hybrid 
is several times greater at 7 C. than at 13 C. To illustrate 
this further, the time course of the change in discrimination 
with washing of the Same amount of Starting hybrid at the 
two temperatures shows the higher maximal D at the lower 
temperature (FIG.5b). These results confirm the trend in the 
change of D with temperature and the ratio of amounts of the 
two types of hybrids at the Start of the Washing Step 
predicted by Equation five. 

0087. In order to show the general utility of the short 
oligonucleotide hybridization conditions, we have looked at 
hybridization of 4 heptamers, 10 octamers and an additional 
14 probes up to 12 nucleotides in length in our simple M13 
system. These include-the nonamer GTTTTTTAA and 
octamer GGCAGGCG representing the two extremes of GC 
content. Although GC content and Sequence are expected to 
influence the stability of short hybrids Bresslauer et al., 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 83: 3746 (1986)), the low 
temperature short oligonucleotide conditions were appli 
cable to all tested probes in achieving Sufficent discrimina 
tion. Since the best discrimination value obtained with 
probes 8 nucleotides in length was 20, a Several fold drop 
due to Sequence variation is easily tolerated. 

0088. The M13 system has the advantage of showing the 
effects of target DNA complexity on the levels of discrimi 
nation. FIG. 6 shows the discrimination levels prior to 
washing for several probes with the IF-M13 system. The 
number of mismatched targets present in the insert and M13 
vector are also shown. The general trend of a decrease in 
measured discrimination with the number of end-mis 
matched targets is obvious. Thus for two octamerS having 
either none or five mismatched targets and differing in only 
one GC pair the observed discriminations were 18.3 and 1.7, 
respectively (FIG. 6). 

0089. In order to show the utility of this method, three 
probes 8 nucleotides in length were tested on a collection of 
51 plasmid DNA dots made from a library in Bluescript 
vector (FIG. 7). One probe was present and specific for 
Bluescript vector but was absent in M13, while the other two 
probes had targets that were inserts of known Sequence. This 
System allowed the use of hybridization negative or positive 
control DNAS with each probe. FIG. 7a shows the variation 
in dots from Sample to Sample, Since the differences in 
hybridization with the vector specific probe should reflect 
the differences in DNA concentration from dot to dot. This 
probe sequence (CTCCCTTT) also has a complementary 
target in the interferon insert. Since the M13 dot (A2 FIG. 
7a) is negative while the interferon insert in either M13 or 
Bluescript (Aland A4, respectively, FIG. 7a) is positive, the 
hybridization is Sequence Specific. Similarly, probes that 
detect the target sequence in only one of 51 inserts (FIG. 
7b), or in none of the examined inserts (FIG. 7c) are shown 
along with controls that confirm that hybridization would 
have ocurred if the appropriate targets were present in the 
clones. In Scoring positive hybridization, comparison of 
Signal intensities was accomplished not between dots on the 
Same panel, but comparisons were also made for the same 
dot on panels b and c with the dot on panel a in order to 
correct for differences in DNA amounts in the dots and, in 
the case of controls, in complexity. 
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6.7. Discussion 

0090 Thermal stability curves for very short oligonucle 
otide hybrids that are 6-8 nucleotides in length are at least 
15° C. lower than for hybrids 11-12 nucleotides in length 
FIG. 1 and Wallace et al., Nucleic Acids Res. 6: 3543-3557 
(1979). However, performing the hybridization reaction at 
a low temperature and with a very practical 4-40 nM 
concentration of oligonucleotide probe allows the detection 
of complementary Sequence in a known or unknown nucleic 
acid target. To determine an unknown nucleic acid Sequence 
completely, an entire Set containing 65,5358-mer probes can 
be used. Sufficient amounts of nucleic acid for this purpose 
are present in convenient biological Samples Such as a few 
microliters of M13 culture, a plasmid prep from 10 ul of 
bacterial culture or a single colony of bacteria, or less than 
1 til of a standard PCR reaction. 
0.091 Short oligonucleotides 6-10 nucleotides long give 
excellent discrimination. The relative decrease in hybrid 
Stability with a single end mismatch is greater than for 
longer probes. Our results with the octamer TGCTCATG 
(FIG. 5) Support this conclusion. In the experiments illus 
trated in FIG. 5, the target-with a G/T end mismatch is 
discriminated. The hybridization to the target of this type of 
mismatch is the most stable of all other types of mismatches 
which occur in more internal positions of an oligonucle 
otide. The discrimination achieved is the same as or greater 
than an internal G/T mismatch in a 19 base paired duplex 
Ikuta et al., Nucl. Acids Res. 15: 797 (1987). Exploiting 
these discrimination properties using the described hybrid 
ization conditions for short oligonucleotide hybridization 
allows a very precise determination of oligonucleotide tar 
gets in an unknown Sequence. 
0092. In contrast to the ease of detecting discrimination 
between perfect and imperfect hybrids, a problem that may 
exist with using very short oligonucleotides is the prepara 
tion of Sufficient amounts of hybrids. In practice, the need to 
discriminate H, and H, is aided by increasing the amount of 
DNA in the dot and/or the probe concentration, or by 
decreasing the hybridization temperature. However, higher 
probe concentrations usually increases background. More 
over, there are limits to the amounts of target nucleic acid 
that are practical to use. This problem was Solved by the high 
concentration of the detergent Sarcosyl in our experiments 
which gave an effective background with 4 nM of probe. 
Further improvements can be effected either in the use of 
competitors for unspecific binding of probe to filter, or by 
changing the hybridization Support material as will be 
recognized by the skilled artisan. Moreover, for probes 
having E. less than 45 Kcal/mol (e.g. for many heptamers 
and a majority of hexamerS modified oligonucleotides give 
a more stable hybrid Asseline, et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
81: 3297 (1984) than their unmodified counterparts. 
0093. The hybridization conditions described in this 
invention for Short oligonucleotide hybridization using low 
temperatures give better discrimination for all Sequences and 
duplex hybrid inputs. The only price paid in achieving 
uniformity in hybridization conditions for different 
Sequences is an increase in Washing time from minutes to up 
to 24 hours depending on the Sequence. Moreover, the 
Washing time can be further reduced by decreasing the Salt 
concentration. 

0094. We have shown excellent discrimination of one 
matched hybrid over a mismatched hybrids. However, in 
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Short oligonucleotide hybridization, Signals from mis 
matched hybrids will always exist, with the majority of the 
mismatch hybrids resulting from end mismatch. This Sets the 
limit on insert Sizes that can be effectively examined by a 
probe of a certain length. 
0095 The influence of sequence complexity on discrimi 
nation cannot be ignored. However, the complexity effects 
are more Significant when defining Sequence information by 
Short oligonucleotide hybridization for Specific, nonrandom 
Sequences, and can be overcome by using an appropriate 
probe to target length ratio. The length ratio is chosen to 
make unlikely, on Statistical grounds, the occurence of 
Specific Sequences which have a number of end-mismatches 
which would be able to eliminate or falsely invert discrimi 
nation. Our results Suggest the use of oligonucleotides 6, 7 
and 8 nucleotides in length on target nucleic acid inserts no 
longer than 0.6, 2.5 and 10 kb, respectively. 

7. Example 

Sequencing A target. Using Octamers and Nonamers 
0096. In this example, hybridization conditions that were 
used are described Supra in 6. Data resulting from the 
hybridization of octamer and nonomer oligonucleotides 
shows that Sequencing by hybridization provides an 
extremely high degree of accuracy. In this experiment, a 
known Sequence was used to predict a Series of contiguous 
overlapping component octamer and nonamer oligonucle 
otides. 

0097. In addition to the perfectly matching oligonucle 
otides, mismatch oligonucleotides wherein internal or end 
mismatches would occur in the duplex formed by the 
oligonucleotide and the target were examined. In these 
analyses, the lowest practical temperature was used to 
maximize hybridization formation. Washes were accom 
plished at the same or lower temperatures to ensure maximal 
discrimination by utilizing the greater dissociation rate of 
mismatch versus matched oligonucleotide/target hybridiza 
tion. These conditions are shown to be applicable to all 
Sequences although the absolute hybridization yield is 
shown to be sequence dependent. 
0098. The least distabilizing mismatch that can be pos 
tulated is a simple end mismatch, So that the test of Sequenc 
ing by hybridization is the ability to discriminate perfectly 
matched oligonucleotide/target duplexes from end-mis 
matched oligonucleotide/target duplexes. 
0099] The discrimination values for 102 of 105 hybrid 
izing oligonucleotides in a dot blot format were greater than 
2 allowing a highly accurate generation of the Sequence. 
This system also allowed an analysis of the effect of 
Sequence on hybridization formation and hybridization 
instability. 

0100. One hundred base pairs of a known portion of a 
human B-interferon genes prepared by PCR i.e. the 100 bp 
target Sequence, was generated with data resulting from the 
hybridization of 105 oligonucleotides probes of known 
Sequence to the target nucleic acid. The oligonucleotide 
probes used included 72 octamer and 21 nonamer oligo 
nucleotides whose Sequence was perfectly complementary 
to the target. The set of 93 probes provided consecutive 
overlapping frames of the target Sequence displaced by one 
or two bases as described in FIG. 8. 
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0101 To evaluate the effect of mismatches, hybridization 
was examined for 12-additional probes that contained at 
least one end mismatch when hybridized to the 100 bp test 
target Sequence. Also tested was the hybridization of twelve 
probes with target end-mismatch to four other control 
nucleic acid Sequences chosen So that the 12 oligonucle 
otides could form perfectly matched duplex hybrids with the 
four control DNAS. Thus, the hybridization of internal 
mismatched, end-mismatched and perfectly matched duplex 
pairs of oligonucleotide and target were evaluated for each 
oligonucleotide used in the experiment. 

0102) The effect of absolute DNA target concentration on 
the hybridization with the test octamer and nonamer oligo 
nucleotides was determined by defining target DNA con 
centration by detecting hybridization of a different oligo 
nucleotide probe to a single occurence non-target site within 
the co-amplified plasmid DNA. 
0103) The results of this experiment showed that all 
oligonucleotides containing perfect matching complemen 
tary Sequence to the target or control DNA hybridized more 
Strongly than those oligonucleotides having mismatches. To 
come to this conclusion we examined Hp and D values for 
each probe. Hp defines the amount of hybrid duplex formed 
between a test target and an oligonucleotide probe. By 
assigning values of between 0 and 10 to the hybridization 
obtained for the 105 probes, it was apparent that 68.5% of 
the 105 probes had an HP greater than 2. 
0104 Discrimination (D) values were obtained where D 
was defined as the ratio of signal intensities between 1) the 
dot containing a perfect matched duplex formed between 
test oligonucleotide and target or control nucleic acid and 2) 
the dot containing a mismatch duplex formed between the 
Same oligonucleotide and a different Site within the target or 
control nucleic acid. Variations in the value of D result from 
either 1) perturbations in the hybridization efficiency which 
allows Visualization of Signal over background, or 2) the 
type of mismatch found between the test oligonucleotide and 
the target. The D values obtained in this experiment were 
between 2 and 40 for 102 of the 105 oligonucleotide probes 
examined. Calculations of D for the group of 102 oligo 
nucleotides as a whole showed the average D was 10.6. 
0105 There were 20 cases where oligonucleotide/target 
duplexes exhibited an end-mismatch. In five of these, V was 
greater than 10. The large D value in these cases is most 
likely due to hybridization destabilization caused by other 
than the most stable (G/T and G/A) end mismatches. The 
other possibility is there was an error in the Sequence of 
either the oligonucleotides or the target. 
0106 Error in the target for probes with low Hp was 
excluded as a possibility because Such an error would have 
affected the hybridization of each of the other eight over 
lapping oligonucleotides. There was no apparent instability 
due to Sequence mismatch for the other overlapping oligo 
nucleotides, indicating the target Sequence was correct. 
0107 Error in the oligonucleotide sequence was 
excluded as a possibility after the hybridization of seven 
newly Synthesized oligonucleotides was re-examined. Only 
1 of the seven oligonucleotides resulted in a better D value. 
0108 Low hybrid formation values of lip could result 
from hybrid instability or from an inability to form hybrid 
duplex. An inability to form hybrid duplexes would result 
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from either 1) self complementarity of the chosen probe or 
2) target/target Self hybridization. Oligonucleotide/oligo 
nucleotide duplex formation could be favored over oligo 
nucleotide/target hybrid duplex formation if the probe was 
Self-complementary. Similarly, target/target association 
could be favored if the target was Self-complementary or 
could form internal palindromes. In evaluating these possi 
bilities, it was apparent from probe analysis that the ques 
tionable probes were unable to form hybrids with them 
Selves. Moreover, in examining the contribution of target/ 
target hybridization, it was determined that one of the 
questionable oligonucleotide probes hybridized inefficiently 
with two different DNAS containing the same target. The 
low probability that two different DNAS would have a 
Self-complementary region for the same target Sequence lead 
to the conclusion that target/target hybridization did not 
contribute to low hybridization formation. Thus, these 
results indicate that hybrid instability and not the inability to 
form hybrids was the cause of the low hybrid formation 
observed for Specific oligonucleotides. The results also 
indicate that low hybrid formation is due to the specific 
Sequences of certain oligonucleotides. Moreover, the results 
indicate that reliable results can be obtained to generate 
Sequences if octamer and nonamer oligonucleotides are 
used. 

0109 These results show that using the methods 
described long Sequences of any Specific target nucleic acid 
can be generated by maximal and unique overlap of con 
Stituent oligonucleotides. Such Sequencing methods are 
dependent on the content of the individual component 
oligomers regardless of their frequency and their position. 
0110. The sequence which is generated by computer 
using the algorithm described below is of high fidelity. The 
algorithm can tolerate false positive signals from the hybrid 
ization dots as is indicated from the fact the Sequence 
generated from the 105 hybridization values, which included 
four less reliable values, was correct. This fidelity in 
Sequencing by hybridization is due to the “all or none' 
kinetics of short oligonucleotide hybridization and the dif 
ference in duplex Stability that exists between perfectly 
matched duplexes and mismatched duplexes. The ratio of 
duplex Stability of matched and end-mismatched duplexes 
increases with decreasing duplex length. Moreover binding 
energy decreases with decreasing duplex length resulting in 
a lower hybridization efficiency. However, the results pro 
vided show that octamer hybridization allows the balancing 
of the factors affecting duplex Stability and discrimination to 
produce a highly accurate method of Sequencing by hybrid 
ization. Results presented in other Sections show that oligo 
nucleotides that are 6, 7 or 8 nucleotides can be effectively 
used to generate reliable Sequence on targets that are 0.5 kb 
(for hexamers) 2 kB (for septamers) and 6 kB long (for 
octamers). The Sequence of long fragments can be over 
lapped to generate a complete genome Sequence. 

0111. The computer algorithm to determine sequence by 
hybridization is described in Appendix A. 

APPENDIX A 

Algorithm 

0112 This appendix describes an algorithm for genera 
tion of a long Sequence written in a four letter alphabet from 
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constituent k-tuple words in a minimal number of Separate, 
randomly defined fragments of a starting nucleic acid 
Sequence where K is the length of an oligonucleotide probe. 
The algorithm is primarily intended for use in the Sequenc 
ing by hybridization (SBH) process. The algorithm is based 
on subfragments (SF), informative fragments (IF) and the 
possibility of using pools of physical nucleic Sequences for 
defining informative fragments. 
0113 AS described in Appendix A, subfragments can be 
caused by branch points in the assembly process resulting 
from the repetition of a K-1 oligomer Sequence in a target 
nucleic acid. Subfragments are Sequence fragments found 
between any two repetitive words of the length K-1 that 
occur in a Sequence. Multiple occurrences of K-1 Words are 
the cause of interruption of ordering the overlap of K-words 
in the process of Sequence generation. Interruption leads to 
a Sequence remaining in the form of Subfragments. Thus, the 
unambiguous Segments between branching points whose 
order can not be uniquely determined are called Sequence 
Subfragments. 

0114. In Appendix A informative fragments are defined as 
fragments of a Sequence that are determined by the nearest 
ends of overlapped physical Sequence fragments. 

0115) A certain number of physical fragments can be 
pooled without losing the possibility of defining informative 
fragments. The total length of randomly pooled fragments 
depends on the length of k-tuples that are used in the 
Sequencing process. 

0116. The algorithm consists of two main units. The first 
part is used for generation of Subfragments from the Set of 
k-tuples contained in a Sequence. Subfragments can be 
generated within the coding region of physical nucleic acid 
Sequence of certain sizes, or within the informative frag 
ments defined within long nucleic acid Sequences. Both 
types of fragments are members of the basic library. This 
algorithm does not describe the determination of the content 
of the k-tuples of the informative fragments of the basic 
library, i.e. the Step of preparation of informative fragments 
to be used in the Sequence generation process. 

0117 The second part of the algorithm determines the 
linear order of obtained Subfragments with the purpose of 
regenerating the complete Sequence of the nucleic acid 
fragments of the basic library. For this purpose a Second, 
ordering library is used, made of randomly pooled fragments 
of the Starting Sequence. The algorithm does not include the 
Step of combining Sequences of basic fragments to regen 
erate an entire, megabase plus Sequence. This can be accom 
plished using the link-up of fragments of the basic library 
which is a prerequisite for informative fragment generation. 
Alternatively it can be accomplished after generation of 
Sequences of fragments of the basic library by this algo 
rithm, using Search for their Overlap, based. On the presence 
of common end-Sequences. 
0118. The algorithm requires neither knowledge of the 
number of appearances of a given K-tuple in a nucleic acid 
Sequence of the basic and ordering libraries, nor does it 
require the information of which k-tuple words are present 
on the ends of a fragment. The algorithm operates with the 
mixed content of k-tuples of various length. The concept of 
the algorithm enables operations with the k-tuple Sets that 
contain false positive and false negative k-tuples. Only in 
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Specific cases does the content of the false k-tuples primarily 
influence the completeneSS and correctness of the generated 
Sequence. The algorithm can be used for optimization of 
parameters in Simulation experiments, as well as for 
Sequence generation in the actual SB2I experiments e.g. 
generation of the genomic DNA sequence. In optimization 
of parameters, the choice of the oligonucleotide probes 
(k-tuples) for practical and convenient fragments and/or the 
choice of the optimal lengths and the number of fragments 
for the defined probes are especially important. 

SYSTEMS AND METHODS 

0119) The algorithm is implemented on an IBM PC/AT 
compatible computer running under MSDOS 3.30 System 
works on the clock frequency-of-6 or 10 MHz. The work 
station is equipped with one 360 kb-1.2 Mb floppy disk 
drive, and a 40Mb hard disk, formatted as two 6Mb and 32 
Mb partitions. 
0120) The software is written using Microsoft's Quick 
Basic Compiler, Version 2.0. It does not require any graphics 
facilities. 

0121 1. Generation of Subfragments 
0122) This part of the algorithm has a central role in the 
process of the generation of the Sequence from the content 
of k-tuples. It is based on the unique ordering of k-tuples by 
means of maximal overlap. The main obstacles in Sequence 
generation are specific repeated Sequences and false positive 
and/or negative k-tuples. The aim of this part of the algo 
rithm is to obtain the minimal number of the longest possible 
Subfragments, with correct Sequence. This part of the algo 
rithm consists of one basic, and Several control Steps. A 
two-stage process is necessary Since certain information can 
be used only after generation of all primary Subfragments. 
0123 1.1. Generation of Primary subfragments or pSFs 
0.124. The main problem of sequence generation is 
obtaining a repeated Sequence from word contents that by 
definition do not carry information on the number of occur 
rences of the particular k-tuples. The concept of the entire 
algorithm depends on the basis on which this problem is 
Solved. In principle, there are two opposite approaches: 1. 
repeated Sequences can be obtained at the beginning, in the 
process of generation of pSFS, or 2. repeated Sequences can 
be obtained later, in the process of the final ordering of the 
Subfragments. In the first case, pSFS contain an excess of 
Sequences and in the Second case, they contain a deficit of 
Sequences. The first approach requires elimination of the 
eXceSS Sequences generated, and the Second requires per 
mitting multiple use of Some of the Subfragments in the 
process of the final assembling of the Sequence. 
0.125 The difference in the two approaches is in the 
degree of Strictness of the rule of unique overlap of k-tuples. 
The leSS Severe rule is: k-tuple X is unambiguously maxi 
mally overlapped with k-tuple Y if and only if, the rightmost 
R-1 end of k-tuple X is present only on the leftmost end of 
k-tuple Y. This rule allows the generation of repetitive 
Sequences and the formation of Surplus Sequences. 
0.126 Astricter rule which is used in the second approach 
has an additional caveat: k-tuple X is unambiguously 
maximally overlapped with k-tuple Y if and only if, the 
rightmost K-1 end of k-tuple X is present only on the 
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leftmost end of k-tuple Y and if the leftmost k-1 end of 
k-tuple Y is not present on the rightmost end of any other 
k-tuple. The algorithm based on the Stricter rule is simpler, 
and is described herein. 

0127 FIG. 10 show the minimal conditions for unique 
overlap, or conversely stopping the process of elongation of 
a given Subfragment. The proceSS is stopped when the right 
k-1 end of the last k-tuple included is not present on the left 
end of any k-tuple (FIG. 10.1) or is present on two or more 
k-tuples (FIG. 10.2). If it is present on only one k-tuple the 
second part of the rule is tested (FIG. 10.3 and 10.4). If in 
addition there is a k-tuple which differs from the previously 
included one, the assembly of the given Subfragment is 
terminated only on the first leftmost position (FIG. 10.3). If 
this additional k-tuple does not Sexist, the conditions are met 
for unique k-1 overlap and a given Subfragment is extended 
to the right by one element. 
0128 Beside the basic rule, a supplementary one is used 
to allow the usage of k-tuples of different lengths. The 
maximal overlap is the length of k-1 of the shorter k-tuple 
of the overlapping pair. Generation of the pSFS is performed 
starting from the first k-tuple from the file in which k-tuples 
are displayed randomly and independently from their order 
in a nucleic acid Sequence. Thus, the first k-tuple in the file 
is not necessarily on the beginning of the Sequence, nor on 
the Start of the particular Subfragment. The process of 
Subfragment generation is performed by ordering the 
k-tuples by means of unique overlap, which is defined by the 
described rule. Each used k-tuple is erased from the file. At 
the point when there are no further k-tuples unambiguously 
overlapping with the last one included, the building of 
subfragment is terminated and the buildup of another pSF is 
Started. Since generation of a majority of Subfragments does 
not begin from their actual starts, the formed pSF are added 
to the k-tuple file and are considered as a longer k-tuple. 
Another possibility is to form Subfragments going in both 
directions from the Starting k-tuple. The process ends when 
further overlap, i.e. the extension of any of the Subfrag 
ments, is not possible. 
0129. The pSFs can be divided in three groups: 1) Sub 
fragments of the maximal length and correct Sequence in 
cases of exact k-tuple set; 2) short Subfragments, formed due 
to the use of the maximal and unambiguous overlap rule on 
the incomplete set, and/or the set with some false Positive 
k-tuples; and 3) pSFs of an incorrect Sequence. The incom 
pleteness of the Set in 2) is caused by false negative results 
of a hybridization experiment, as well as by using an 
incorrect Set of k-tuples. These are formed due to the false 
positive and false negative k-tuples and can be: a) miscon 
nected Subfragments; b) Subfragments with the wrong end; 
and c) false positive k-tuples which appears as false minimal 
Subfragments. 

0130 Considering false positive k-tuples, there is the 
possibility for the presence of a k-tuple containing more than 
one wrong base or containing one wrong base Somewhere in 
the middle, as well as the possibility for a k-tuple with a 
wrong base on the-end. Generation of short, erroneous or 
misconnected Subfragments is caused by the latter k-tuples. 
The k-tuples of the former two kinds represent wrong pSFs 
with length equal to k-tuple length. 
0131 Several more common examples of obtaining short 
Subfragments with or without a wrong base at the end 
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because of errors in the k-tuple set are shown in FIG. 11. In 
the case of one false negative k-tuple (as shown in. FIG. 
11A), pSFs are generated because of the impossibility of 
maximal overlapping (FIG. 10.1). In the case of the pres 
ence of one false positive k-tuple with the wrong base on its 
leftmost or rightmost end (either end in FIG. 11.B), pSFs are 
generated because of the impossibility of unambiguous 
overlapping (FIGS. 10, 11 and 12). When both false positive 
and false negative k-tuples with a common K-1 Sequence are 
present in the file, pSFS are generated, and one of these pSFS 
contains the wrong k-tuple at the relevant end (Fig. 11C). 
0132) The process of correcting subfragments with errors 
in Sequence and the linking of unambiguously connected 
pSF is performed after Subfragment generation and in the 
process of Subfragment ordering. The first Step which con 
Sists of cutting the misconnected pSFS and obtaining the 
final Subfragments by unambiguous connection of pSFS is 
described below. 

0.133 1.2. Recognition and Treatment of Misconnected 
Subfragments 

0.134. We have defined two possibilities for the formation 
of misconnected Subfragments. All variations of these two 
possibilities are shown in FIG. 12. In the first (demonstrated 
as column I in FIG. 12) a mistake occurs when an erroneous 
k-tuple appears on the points of assembly of the repeated 
Sequences of lengths k-1. In the Second, the repeated 
sequences are shorter than k-1 (FIG. 12, column II). These 
Situations can occur in two variants each. In the first variant, 
one of the repeated Sequences represents either end of a 
fragment (FIG. 12-A and B for column I and FIG. 12-E for 
column II). In the Second variant, the repeated Sequence 
occurs at any position within the fragment (FIG. 12-C and 
D for column I and FIG. 12-F for column II). For the first 
possibility, the absence of Some k-tuples from the file (false 
negatives) is required to generate a misconnection. The 
Second possibility requires the presence of both false nega 
tive and false positive k-tuples in The file. Considering the 
repetitions of K-1 Sequence, the lack of only one k-tuple is 
Sufficient when either end is repeated internally as shown in 
FIG. 12-A and B. The lack of two is needed for strictly 
internal repetition (FIG. 12-C and D). The reason is that the 
end of a Sequence can be considered informatically as an 
endless linear array of false negative k-tuples. From the 
“Smaller than K-1 case', only the repeated Sequence of the 
length of k-2, which requires two (FIG. 12-E) or three (FIG. 
12-F) specific erroneous k-tuples, will be considered. It is 
very likely that these will be the only cases which will be 
detected in a real experiment, the others being much less 
frequent. 

0.135 Recognition of the misconnected subfragments is 
more Strictly defined when a repeated Sequence does not 
appear at the end of the fragment. In this situation, one can 
detect further two Subfragments, one of which contains on 
its leftmost (FIG. 12-D), and the other on its rightmost end 
(FIG. 12-C and D and FIG. 12-F) k-2 sequences which are 
also present in the misconnected Subfragment. When the 
repeated Sequence is on the end of the fragment, there is only 
one Subfragment which contains k-2 Sequence causing the 
mistake in Subfragment formation on its leftmost or right 
most end (as shown in FIG. 12-A and B and FIG. 12-E). 
0.136 The removal of misconnected subfragments by 
their cutting is performed according to the common rule: If 
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the leftmost or rightmost Sequence of the length of k-2 of 
any Subfragments is present in any other Subfragment, the 
Subfragment is to be cut into two Subfragments, each of them 
containing k-2 Sequence. This rule does not cover rarer 
Situations of a repeated end when there are more than one 
false negative k-tuple on the point of repeated k-1 Sequence. 
Misconnected Subfragments of this kind can be recognized 
by using the information from the overlapped fragments, or 
informative fragments of both the basic and ordering librar 
ies. In addition, the misconnected Subfragment will remain 
when two or more false negative k-tuples occur on both 
positions which contain the identical k-1 Sequence. This is a 
very rare situation Since it requires at least 4 specific false 
k-tuples. An additional rule can be introduced to cut these 
Subfragments on Sequences of length k if the given Sequence 
can be obtained by combination of Sequences shorter than 
k-2 from the end of one Subfragment and the Start of another. 
0.137 By strict application of the described rule, some 
completeneSS is lost to ensure the accuracy of the output. 
Some of the subfragments will be cut although they are not 
misconnected, since they fit into the pattern of a miscon 
nected Subfragment. There are Several Situations of this kind. 
For example, a fragment, beside at least two identical k-1 
Sequences, contains any k-2 Sequence from k-1 or a frag 
ment contains k-2 Sequence repeated at least twice and at 
least one false negative k-tuple containing given k-2 
Sequence in the middle, etc. 
0138 1.3. Merging of the pSFs into longer subfragments 
0.139. The aim of this part of the algorithm is to reduce 
the number of pSFs to a minimal number of longer subfrag 
ments with correct Sequence. The generation of unique 
longer Subfragments or a complete Sequence is possible in 
two situations. The first situation concerns the Specific order 
of repeated k-1 Words. There are cases in which Some or all 
maximally extended pSFs (the first group of pSFs) can be 
uniquely ordered.- For example in fragment S-R1-a-R2-b- 
R1-c-R2-E where S and E are the start and end of a 
fragment, a, b and c are different Sequences Specific to 
respective Subfragments and R1 and R2 are two k-1 
Sequences that are tandemly repeated, five Subfragments are 
generated (S-R1, R1-a-R2, R2-b-R1, R1-c-R2 and R2-E). 
They can be ordered in two ways; the original Sequence 
above or S-R1-c-R2-b-R1-a-R2-E. In contrast, in a fragment 
with the same number and types of repeated Sequences but 
ordered differently, i.e. S-R1-a-R1-b-R2-c-R2-E, there is no 
other Sequence which includes all Subfragments. Examples 
of this type can be recognized only after the process of 
generation of pSFS. They represent the necessity for two 
Steps in the process of pSF generation. The Second situation 
of generation of false short Subfragments on positions of 
nonrepeated k-1 Sequences when the files contain false 
negative and/or positive k-tuples is more important (Second 
and third group of pSF, see FIG. 4. 
0140. The solution for both pSF groups consists of two 
parts. First, the false positive k-tuples appearing as the 
nonexisting minimal Subfragments are eliminated. All 
k-tuple Subfragments of length k which do not have an 
overlap on either end, of the length of longer thank-a on one 
end and longer thank-b on the other end, are eliminated to 
enable formation of the maximal number of connections. In 
our experiments, the values for a and b of 2 and 3, respec 
tively, appeared to be adequate to eliminate a Sufficient 
number of false positive k-tuples. 
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0.141. The merging of subfragments that can be uniquely 
connected is accomplished in the Second step. The rule for 
connection is: two Subfragments can be unambiguously 
connected if, and only if, the overlapping Sequence at the 
relevant end or start of two Subfragments is not present at the 
Start and/or end of any other Subfragment. 

0142. The exception is if one subfragment from the 
considered pair has the identical beginning and end. In that 
case connection is permitted, even if there is another Sub 
fragment with the Same end present in the file. The main 
problem here is the precise definition of overlapping 
Sequence. The connection is not permitted if the overlapping 
Sequence unique for only one pair of Subfragments is shorter 
than k-2, of if it is k-2 or longer but an additional Subfrag 
ment exists with the overlapping Sequence of any length 
longer than k-4. Also, both the conanical ends of pSFS and 
the ends after omitting one (or few) last bases are considered 
as the Overlapping Sequences. 

0143. After this step some false positive k-tuples (as 
minimal Subfragments) and Some Subfragments with a 
wrong end can Survive. In addition, in Very rare occasions 
where a certain number of Some Specific false k-tuples are 
Simultaneously present, an erroneous connection can take 
place. These cases will be detected and solved in the 
Subfragment ordering process, and in the additional control 
StepS along with the handling of uncut "misconnected” 
Subfragments. 

0144. The short subfragments that are obtained are of two 
kinds. In the common case, these SubfragmentsS can be 
unambiguously connected among themselves because of the 
distribution of repeated k-1 Sequences. This can be done 
only after the process of generation of pSFS and is a good 
example of the necessity for two steps in the process of pSF 
generation. In the case of using the file containing false 
positive and/or false negative k-tuples, Short pSFS are 
obtained on the Sites of nonrepeated K-1 Sequences. Con 
sidering false positive k-tuples, there is possibility of pres 
ence of the k-tuple containing more than one wrong base (or 
containing one wrong base Somewhere in the middle), as 
well as k-tuple with wrong base on the end. Generation of 
Short and erroneous (or misconnected) Subfragments is 
caused by the latter k-tuples. The k-tuples of the former kind 
represent wrong pSFS with length equal to k-tuple length. 

0145 The aim of merging pSF part of the algorithm is the 
reduction of the number of pSFs to the minimal number of 
longer Subfragments with the correct Sequence. All k-tuple 
Subfragments that do not have an overlap on either end, of 
the length of longer thank-a on one, and longer thank-b on 
the other end, are eliminated to enable the maximal number 
of connections. In this way, the majority of false positive 
k-tuples are discarded. The rule for connection is: two 
Subfragments can be unambiguously connected if, and only 
if the Overlapping Sequence of the relevant end or Start of 
two Subfragments is not present on the Start and/or end of 
any other Subfragment. The exception is a Subfragment with 
the identical beginning and end. In that case connection is 
permitted, provided that there is another Subfragment with 
the same end present in the file. The main problem here is 
of precise definition of overlapping Sequence. The presence 
of at least two specific false negative k-tuples on the points 
of repetition of k-1 or k-2 Sequences, as well as combining 
of the false positive and false negative k-tuples can destroy 
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or “mask” Some overlapping Sequences and can produce an 
unambiguous, but wrong connection of pSFS. To prevent 
this, completeneSS must be Sacrificed on account of exact 
neSS: the connection is not permitted on the end-Sequences 
Shorter thank-2, and in the presence of an extra overlapping 
Sequence longer than k-4. The overlapping Sequences are 
defined from the end of the pSFs, or omitting one, or few last 
bases. 

0146 In the very rare situations, with the presence of a 
certain number of Some Specific false positive and false 
negative k-tuples, Some Subfragments with the wrong end 
can Survive, Some false positive k-tuples (as minimal Sub 
fragments) can remain, or the erroneous connection can take 
place. These cases are detected and Solved in the Subfrag 
ments ordering process, and in the additional control Steps 
along with the handling of uncut, misconnected Subfrag 
mentS. 

0147 2. Generation of the Sequence by the Ordering of 
Subfragments 
0.148. The process of ordering of subfragments is similar 
to the process of their generation. If one considerS Subfrag 
ments as longer k-tuples, ordering is performed by their 
unambiguous connection via Overlapping ends. The infor 
mational basis for unambiguous connection is the division of 
Subfragments generated in fragments of the basic library into 
groups representing Segments of those fragments. The 
method is analogous to the biochemical Solution of this 
problem based on hybridization with longer oligonucle 
otides with relevant connecting Sequence. The connecting 
Sequences are generated as Subfragments using the k-tuple 
Sets of the appropriate Segments of basic library fragments. 
Relevant Segments are defined by the fragments of the 
ordering library that overlap with the respective fragments 
of the basic library. The shortest segments are informative 
fragments of the ordering library. The longer ones are 
Several neighboring informative fragments or total overlap 
ping portions of fragments corresponding of the ordering 
and basic libraries. In order to decrease the number of 
Separate Samples, fragments of the ordering library are 
randomly pooled, and the unique k-tuple content is deter 
mined. 

0149. Although we do not use longer k-tuples, it is 
possible to generate the connecting Sequences for two rea 
Sons. First, by using the large number of fragments in the 
ordering library very short Segments are generated, thus 
reducing the chance of the multiple appearance of the k-1 
Sequences which are the reasons for generation of the 
Subfragments. Second, longer Segments, consisting of the 
various regions of the given fragment of the basic library, do 
not contain Some of the repeated k-1 Sequences. In every 
Segment a connecting Sequence (a connecting Subfragment) 
is generated for a certain pair of the Subfragments from the 
given fragment. The process of ordering consists of three 
Steps: (1) generation of the k-tuple contents of each segment; 
(2) generation of Subfragments in each segment; and (3) 
connection of the Subfragments of the fragment of the basic 
library using Subfragments of the Segments. Primary Seg 
ments are defined as significant interSections and differences 
of k-tuple contents of a given fragment of the basic library 
with the k-tuple contents of the pools of the ordering library. 
Secondary (shorter) segments are defined as intersections 
and differences of the k-tuple contents of the primary 
Segments. 
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0150. There is a problem of accumulating both false 
positive and negative k-tuples in both the differences and 
interSections. The false negative k-tuples from Starting 
Sequences accumulate in the intersections (overlapping 
parts), as well as false positive k-tuples occurring randomly 
in both Sequences, but not in the relevant overlapping 
region. On the other hand, the majority of false positives 
from either of the Starting Sequences is not taken up into 
interSections. This is an example of the reduction of experi 
mental errors from individual fragments by using informa 
tion from fragments overlapping with them. The false 
k-tuples accumulate in the differences for another reason. 
The Set of false negatives from the original Sequences are 
enlarged for false positives from interSections and the Set of 
false positives for those k-tuples which are not included in 
the interSection by error, i.e. are false negatives in the 
interSection. If the Starting Sequences contains 10% false 
negative data, the primary and Secondary interSections will 
contain 19% and 28% false negative k-tuples, respectively. 
On the other hand, a mathematical expectation of 77 false 
positives can be predicted if the basic fragment and the pools 
have lengths of 500 bp and 10,000 bp, respectively. How 
ever, there is a possibility of recovering most of the “lost” 
k-tuples and of eliminating most of the false positive 
k-tuples. 

0151 First, one has to determine a basic content of She 
k-tuples for a given Segment as the interSection of a given 
pair of the k-tuple contents. This is followed by including all 
k-tuples of the starting k-tuple contents in the intersection, 
which contain at one end k-1 and at the other end k--- 
Sequences which occur at the ends of two k-tuples of the 
basic set. This is done before generation of the differences 
thus preventing the accumulation of false positives in that 
process. Following that, the same type of enlargement of 
k-tuple Set is applied to differences with the distinction that 
the borrowing is from the intersections. All borrowed 
k-tuples are eliminated from the interSection files as false 
positives. 

0152 The intersection-a set of common k-tuples-is 
defined for each pair (a basic fragment)x(a pool of ordering 
library). If the number of k-tuples in the set is significant it 
is enlarged with the false negatives according to the 
described rule. The primary difference set is obtained by 
Subtracting from a given basic fragment the obtained inter 
Section Set. The false negative k-tuples are appended to the 
difference Set by borrowing from the interSection Set accord 
ing to the described rule and, at the same time, removed 
from the intersection set as false positive k-tuples. When the 
basic fragment is longer than the pooled fragments this 
difference can represent the two separate Segments which 
Somewhat reduces its utility in further Steps. The primary 
Segments are all generated interSections and differences of 
pairs (a basic fragment)x(a pool of ordering library) con 
taining the-significant number of k-tuples. k-tuple Sets of 
Secondary Segments are obtained by comparison of k-tuple 
Sets of all possible pairs of primary Segments. The two 
differences are defined for each pair which produces the 
interSection with the Significant number of k-tuples. The 
majority of available information from overlapped frag 
ments is recovered in this step so that there is little to be 
gained from the third round of forming interSections and 
differences. 
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0153 (2) Generation of the subfragments of the segments 
is performed identically as described for the fragments of the 
basic library. 
0154 (3) The method of connection of subfragments 
consists of Sequentially determining the correctly linked 
pairs of Subfragments among the Subfragments from a given 
basic library fragment which have Some overlapped ends. In 
the case of 4 relevant Subfragments, two of which contain 
the same beginning and two having the same end, there are 
4 different pairs of Subfragments that can be connected. In 
general 2 are correct and 2 are wrong. To find correct ones, 
the presence of the connecting Sequence of each pair is 
tested in the Subfragments generated from all primary and 
Secondary Segments for a given basic fragment. The length 
and the position of the connecting Sequence are chosen to 
avoid interference with Sequences which occur by chance. 
They are k+2 or longer, and include at least one element 
2beside overlapping Sequence in both Subfragments of a 
given pair. The connection is permitted only if the two 
connecting Sequences are found and the remaining two do 
not exist. The two linked Subfragments replace former 
Subfragments in the file and the process is cyclically 
repeated. 

O155 As mentioned in the section “Generation of pSFs”, 
repeated Sequences have to be generated in this Step. This 
means that Some Subfragments have to be included in linked 
Subfragments more than once. They will be recognized by 
finding the relevant connecting Sequence which engages one 
Subfragment in connection with two different Subfragments. 
0156 The recognition of misconnected subfragments 
generated in the processes of building pSFS and merging 
pSFS into longer Subfragments is based on testing whether 
the Sequences of Subfragments from a given basic fragment 
exist in the Sequences of Subfragments generated in the 
Segments for the fragment. The Sequences from an incor 
rectly connected position will not be found indicating the 
misconnected Subfragments. 
O157 Beside the described three steps in ordering of 
Subfragments. Some additional control StepS or Steps appli 
cable to specific Sequences will be necessary for the gen 
eration of more complete Sequence without mistakes. 
0158. The determination of which subfragment belongs 
to which Segment is performed by comparison of contents of 
k-tuples in Segments and Subfragments. Because of the 
errors in the k-tuple contents (due to the primary error in 
pools and Statistical errors due to the frequency of occur 
rences of k-tuples) the exact partitioning of Subfragments is 
impossible. Thus, instead of “all or none' partition, the 
chance of coming from the given segment (P(SfS)) is 
determined for each subfragment. This probability is the 
function of the lengths of k-tuples, the lengths of Subfrag 
ments, the lengths of fragments of ordering library, the size 
of the pool, and of the percentage of false k-tuples in the file: 

P(Sfs)=(Ck-F)/LSf, 
0159. Where LSf is the length of subfragment, Ck is the 
number of common k-tuples for a given Subfragment/Seg 
ment pair, and F is the parameter that includes relations 
between lengths of k-tuples, fragments of basic library, the 
Size of the pool, and the error percentage. 
0160 Subfragments attributed to a particular segment are 
treated as redundant short pSFS and are Submitted to a 
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process of unambiguous connection. The definition of 
unambiguous connection is slightly different in this case, 
Since it is based on a probability that Subfragments with 
overlapping end(s) belong to the Segment considered. 
Besides, the accuracy of unambiguous connection is con 
trolled by following the connection of these Subfragments in 
other Segments. After the connection in different Segments, 
all of the obtained Subfragments are merged together, shorter 
Subfragments included within longer ones are eliminated, 
and the remaining ones are Submitted to the ordinary con 
necting process. If the Sequence is not regenerated com 
pletely, the process of partition and connection of Subfrag 
ments is repeated with the same or leSS Severe criterions of 
probability of belonging to the particular Segment, followed 
by unambiguous connection. 
0.161. Using severe criteria for defining unambiguous 
overlap, Some information is not used. Instead of a complete 
Sequence, Several Subfragments that define a number of 
possibilities for a given fragment are obtained. Using leSS 
Severe criteria an accurate and complete Sequence is gener 
ated. In a certain number of Situations, e.g. an erroneous 
connection, it is possible to generate a complete, but an 
incorrect Sequence, or to generate “monster” Subfragments 
with no possible connection among them. Thus, for each 
fragment of the basic library one obtains: a) Several possible 
Solutions where one is correct and b) the most probable 
correct Solution. Also, in a very Small number of cases, due 
to the mistake in the Subfragment generation process or due 
to the Specific ratio of the probabilities of belonging, it is 
impossible to generate any unambiguous Solution or one, the 
most probable Solution. These cases will remain as incom 
plete Sequences, or the unambiguous Solution will be 
obtained by comparing these data with other, overlapped 
fragments of basic library. 
0162. 3. Implementation 
0163 The described algorithm is tested on a randomly 
generated, 50 kb Sequence, containing 40% GC to Simulate 
the GC content of the human genome. In the middle part of 
this Sequence were inserted various Alu, and Some other 
repetitive Sequences, of a total length of about 4 kb. To 
simulate an in vitro SBH experiment, the following opera 
tions were performed to prepare appropriate data. 
0.164 Positions of 60 5kb. overlapping “clones” were 
randomly defined, to Simulate preparation of basic library: 

0165 Positions of 1000 500 bp “clones” were ran 
domly determined, to Simulate making the ordering 
library. These fragments were extracted from the 
Sequence. Random pools of fragments were made, 
and k-tuple Sets of pools were determined and Stored 
on the hard disk. These data are used in the Subfrag 
ment ordering phase: For the same density of clones 
4 million clones in basic library and 3 million clones 
in ordering library will be needed for the entire 
human genome. The total number of 7 million clones 
is several fold Smaller than the number of clones a 
few kb long that are needed for random cloning of 
almost all of genomic DNA and its Sequencing by a 
gel-based method. 

0166 From the data on the starts and ends of 5kb 
fragments, we determined 117 “informative fragments” in 
the Sequence. This was followed by determination of sets of 
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overlapping k-tuples of which the Single “informative frag 
ment” consist. Only the Subset of k-tuples matching our 
predetermined list were used. The list contains 65% 8-mers, 
30% 9-mers and 5%. 10-12-mers. We performed processes of 
generation and the ordering of Subfragments on these data. 

0167 The testing of the algorithm was performed on the 
Simulated data in two experiments. The Sequence of 50 
informative fragments was regenerated with the 100% cor 
rect data set (over 20,000 bp), and 26 informative fragments 
about 10,000 bp) with 10% false k-tuples (5% positive and 
5% negative ones). 
0.168. In the first experiment all subfragments were cor 
rect and in only one out of 50 informative fragments the 
Sequence was not completely regenerated but remained in 
the form of 5 subfragments. The analysis of positions of 
overlapped fragments of ordering library has shown that 
they lack the information for the unique ordering of the 5 
Subfragments. The Subfragments can be connected in two 
possible ways based on Overlapping ends, 1-2-3-4-5 and 
1-4-3-2-5. The only difference is the exchange of positions 
of Subfragments 2 and 4. Since Subfragments 2.3, and 4 are 
relatively short (total of about 100 bp), the relatively greater 
chance existed, and occurred in this case, that none of the 
fragments of ordering library Started or ended in the Sub 
fragment 3 region. 

0169. To simulate real sequencing, we included some 
false (“hybridization”) data as input in a number of experi 
ments. In oligomer hybridization experiments, under pro 
posed conditions the only situation possibly producing unre 
liable data is the end mismatch versus full match 
hybridization. Therefore, in Simulation we considered as 
false positives only those k-tuples differing in a Single 
element on either end from the real one. These “false' sets 
are made as follows. On the original Set of a k-tuples of the 
informative fragment, a Subset of 5% false positive k-tuples 
are added. False positive k-tuples are made by randomly 
picking a k-tuple from the Set, copying it and altering a 
nucleotide on its beginning or end. This is followed by 
subtraction of a subset of 5% randomly chosen k-tuples. In 
this way the Statistically expected number of the most 
complicated cases is-generated in which the correct k-tuple 
is replaced with a k-tuple with the wrong base on the end. 

0170 Production of k-tuple sets as described leads to up 
to 10% of false data. This value varies from case to case, due 
to the randomness of choice of k-tuples to be copied-altered, 
and erased. Nevertheless, this percentage 3-4 times exceeds 
the amount of unreliable data in real hybridization experi 
ments. The introduced error of 10% leads to the two fold 
increase in the number of Subfragments both in fragments of 
basic library (basic library informative fragments) and in 
segments. About 10% of the final subfragments have a 
wrong base at the end as expected for the k-tuple Set which 
contains false positives (see generation of primary Subfrag 
ments). Neither the cases of misconnection of Subfragments 
nor Subfragments with wrong Sequence were observed. In 4 
informative fragments out of 26 examined in the ordering 
process the complete Sequence was not regenerated. In all 4 
cases the Sequence was obtained in the form of Several 
longer Subfragments and Several shorter Subfragments con 
tained in the same Segment. This result shows that the 
algorithmic principles allow working with a large percent 
age of false data. 
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0171 4. Discussion 
0172 The success of the generation of the sequence from 

its k-tuple content can be described in terms of completeneSS 
and accuracy. In the process of generation, two particular 
Situations can be defined: 1) Some part of the information is 
missing in the generated Sequence, but one knows where the 
ambiguities are and to which type they belong, and 2) the 
regenerated Sequence that is obtained does not match the 
Sequence from which the k-tuple content is generated, but 
the mistake can not be detected. ASSuming the algorithm is 
developed to its theoretical limits, as in the use of the exact 
k-tuple Sets, only the first situation can take place. There the 
incompleteneSS results in a certain number of Subfragments 
that can not be ordered unambiguously and the impossibility 
of determination of the exact length of monotonous 
Sequences, i.e. number of perfect tandem repeats. 

0173 With false k-tuples, there is also the possibility of 
generating incorrect Sequence. The reason for mistakes does 
not lie in the shortcomings of the algorithm, but in the fact 
that a given content of k-tuples unambiguously represents 
the Sequence that differs from the original one. One can 
define three classes of error, depending on the kind of the 
false k-tuples present in the file. False negative k-tuples 
(which are not accompanied with the false positives) are 
producing “deletions. False positive k-tuples are producing 
“elongations (unequal crossing over)”. False positives 
accompanied with false negatives are the reason for genera 
tion of “insertions', alone or combined with “deletions'. 
The deletions are produced when all of the k-tuples (or their 
majority) between two possible starts of the Subfragments 
are false negatives. Since every position in the Sequence is 
defined by k k-tuples, the occurrence of the deletions in a 
common case requires k consecutive false negatives. (With 
10% of the false negatives and k=8, this situation takes place 
after every 10 elements). This situation will be extremely 
infreguent even in mammalian genome Sequencing using 
random libraries containing ten genome equivalents. 

0.174 Elongation of the end of the sequence caused by 
false positive k-tuples is the Special case of “insertions', 
Since the end of the Sequence can be considered as the 
endless linear array of false negative k-tuples. One can 
consider a group of false positive k-tuples producing Sub 
fragments longer than one k-tuple. Situations of this kind 
can be detected if Subfragments are generated in overlapped 
fragments, like random physical fragments of the ordering 
library. An insertion,-or insertion in place of a deletion, can 
arise as a result of Specific combinations of false positive and 
false negative k-tuples. In the first case the number of 
consecutive false negatives has to be Smaller than k. Both 
cases require Several Overlapping false positive k-tuples. 
The insertions and deletions are mostly theoretical possi 
bilities without sizable practical repercussions since the 
requirements in the number and Specificity of false k-tuples 
are simply too high. 

0.175. In every other situation of not meeting the theo 
retical requirement of the minimal number and the-kind of 
the false positives and/or negatives, mistakes in the k-tuples 
content can produce only the lesser completeness of a 
generated Sequence. 
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1. A method of analyzing a target nucleic acid Sequence, 
comprising: 

obtaining a plurality of H values, each H value corre 
sponding to an extent of hybridization of an oligonucle 
otide probe with at least one nucleic acid Sequence 
including Said target Sequence and each oligonucle 
otide probe differing from each other by at least a Single 
base; and 

comparing Said H values to each other, thereby analyzing 
the target nucleic Sequence. 

2. A method of analyzing a target nucleic acid Sequence, 
comprising: 

obtaining a plurality of H values, each H value corre 
sponding to an extent of hybridization of an oligonucle 
otide probe with Said target nucleic acid Sequence and 
each oligonucleotide probe differing from each other by 
at least a single base; and 

calculating a D value from the ratio of a higher H value 
to a lower H value, thereby analyzing the target nucleic 
Sequence. 

3. A method of analyzing a target nucleic acid Sequence, 
comprising: 

obtaining a first set of H values, each H value in said first 
Set corresponding to an extent of hybridization of an 
oligonucleotide probe with a control nucleic acid 
Sequence and each probe differing from each other by 
at least a single base; 

obtaining a Second Set of H values, each H value in Said 
Second Set corresponding to an extent of hybridization 
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of an oligonucleotide probe with Said target nucleic 
acid Sequence and each probe differing from each other 
by at least a single base; and 

comparing at least one of Said H values in Said first Set 
with at least one of Said H values in Said Second Set, 
thereby analyzing the target nucleic Sequence. 

4. A method of analyzing a target nucleic acid Sequence, 
comprising: 

obtaining a Statistical data Set corresponding to Statistics 
about a plurality of experiments producing H values, 
each H value in Said Statistical data Set corresponding 
to an extent of hybridization of an oligonucleotide 
probe with a control nucleic acid Sequence and each 
oligonucleotide probe differing from each other by at 
least a Single base; 

obtaining a plurality of H values, each H value in Said 
plurality corresponding to an extent of hybridization of 
an oligonucleotide probe with Said target Sequence and 
each probe differing from each other by at least a Single 
base; and 

comparing at least one of Said H values in Said plurality 
with Said Statistical data Set, thereby analyzing the 
target nucleic Sequence. 

5. The method of any one of claims 1, 2, 3, or 4, wherein 
Said method is performed on a computer. 

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the oligo 
nucleotide probes are in an array. 


